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A structural study of high temperature metal-rich 

titanium sulfide phases 1 

James Patrick Owens 

Under the supervision of H. F. Franzen 
From the Department of Chemistry 

Iowa State University 

Ti2S and Ti 8s3 have been prepared by high temperature 

annealing·tcchliiques. The crystal structures of these two 

phases have been determined from single crystal x-ray 

diffraction data.· Both structures were refined using a full

matrix least-squares treatment of positional parameters and 

isotropic temperature factor coefficients. 

Ti 2S crystallizes with orthorhombic symmetry, space 

group Pnnm, having unit cell dimensions a = ll.367i, 

b = i4.o6oi, and c = 3.326i. Ti2S is isostructural with 

Ta2P. 

Ti8s3 crystallizes with monoclinic symmetry, space 

group c 21m, a = 3 2 •. 6 9i , b = 3 • 321 i , £. = 19. 3 sX , a = 13 9 . 9 ° 
(b.- unique). 

1u.s. DOE Report IS-T-832. This work was performed 
under Contract W-7405-eng-82 with the u.s~ Department of 
Energy. 
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Ti2S and Ti 8s3 have structural features similar to the 

features of a large number of metal-rich transition-metal 

chacogenides and pnictides. These various structure types 

have been characterized in terms of nonmetal trigonal pris

matic coordination polyhedra, eight different metal partial 

coordination polyhedra, a .short (~3.4i) crystallographic 

axis, two unique layers of atoms containing both metal and 

nonmetal atom positions, and mirror planes coincident with 

the two layers of atom positions. The existence of a 

variety of structures with these structural features has led 

to their conside~ation ~s a unique structural class. 

The structural similarities and differences between the 

structure types of this class have been discus~ed in detail. 

Comparison of different structure types emphasized the 

importance of the metal bonding contribution in understanding 

the structural features and suggested limitations on quali

tative bonding models used to understand the structural

chemical principles underlying structure stability. 

The qualitative bonding models of Slater (1), Pauling 

(2), Rundle (3), Brewer-Engel (4), Franzen (5), and Altmann, 

Coulson and Hume-Rothery (6) have been used to better under

stand the structural features of the ·complex structure types 

of this structural class • 
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PART I. AN EXPERJlVIENTAL STUDY OF THE METAL-RICH 

TITANIUM SULFUR SYSTEM AT HIGH TEMPERATURE 
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I.. INTRODUCTION 

A. Sample Preparation 

The general preparation techniques used in the study of 

the metal-rich titanium sulfur system were those commonly 

utilized. by Franzen and co-workers. Details and the 

advantages of these techniques have been outlined by Conard 

(1) and Smeggil (2). The various samples were prepared using 

as starting materials 99.95% pure titanium metal obtained 

from the Chicago Development Corporation and 99.999% purity 

sulfur from the Gallard-Schleisenger Chemical Manufacturing 

Corporation. Two slightly difr~rent techniques were used for 

the initial preparation of the titanium metal. Metal for 

those samples with Ti/S > 2.0 was filed from a titanium sheet 

in a glove bag under an inert argon atmosphere. The initial 

preparation of the titanium metal used for the samples with 

1.25 ~ Ti/S ~ 1.75 was the technique suggested by Dr. A. Khan 

of the Ames Laborato~y. Titanium metal was reacted with 

hydrogen gas at 300-40o0 c to form TiHx, 0.5 < x < 0.6. The 

brittle metal hydride was crushed into a fine powder and the 

hydrogen removed at 8oo0 c to yield powdered titanium metal. 

Dr. Khan has shown that initial preparation of transition 

metals in this way provides closer control over the 

stoichiometry of the final product and more complete reaction 

of the titanium.metal with sulfur during the initial heating 

of the sample. 
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For all of the titanium sulfide samples, the metal and 

nonmetal were placed in a Vycor reaction tube, the reaction 

tube evacuated to approximately 10-3 torr, and the tube 

sealed under vacuum. All samples were heated in a resistance 

furnace at 600 to 800°C for time periods from one to three 

weeks. The reaction tubes were opened, glass fragments 

removed, and the samples pressed into pellets at approxi

mately· 30,000 lb/in2 using a hydraulic press. During the 

high temperature annealing process, a pellet of the sample 

was placed in a tungsten crucible that had previously been 

outgassed at 2000°C for one hour. The crucible and samples 

-6 were heated under a vacuum of 1 x 10 torr using a Lepel 

Radio Frequency gene~ator. Samples were normally annealed 

between 950 and 1750°C, the particular temperature and 

annealing time depending on the nature of the sample. 

Temperature measurements were made using a Leeds and Northrup 

disappearing filament optical pyrometer. During annealing, 

the residual pressure was measured with a hot cathode 

ionizatiou gauge. 

An attempt was made to anneal each sample at a tempera-

ture slightly below its melting point, and each sample was 

usually heated for several four to eight hour periods. The .. 
annealing process for a sample was terminated when the 

X-ray diffraction patterns taken prior and subsequent to a 

he~ting showed no noticeable change. X-ray powder 
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diffraction and single crystal techniques were used to 

identify the .phases present in each sample. 

B. · X-Ray Diffraction Techniques 

The X-ray diffraction tec~hiques used in this study 

involved both single crystal and powder diffraction methods. 

The theory of X-ray diffraction and the practical application 

of its use are well-described in the books by Buerger (3), 

Crystal -Struc·ture Analysis, and Stout and Jens en ( 4), X-Ray 

Structure Determinat·ion. Both techniques were used to help 

characterize the phases present in the various samples that 

were prepared. Single crystal techniques were used to 

provide intensity data for the structural solution of Ti2S 

and Ti8s
3

• 

1. nu·i·n·ie·r· difTractTori techniques 

A Guinier X-ray camera with an approximate radius of 

80 mm. was used to obtain powder diffraction films for- most 

samples. The Guinier camera provides some advantag~s over 

the more common Debye-Scherrer camera. For example, 

Guinier films provide better resolution of low angle lines 

characteristic of Kcx1 radiation and the reflections are 

unshifted by absorption and eccentricity, phenomena which 

increa~e the errors in the Debye-Scherrer technique. 

Guinier films for each sample.were obtained using copper Kcx1 
radiation and silicon (a = 5.4301 l) as an internal standard. 
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The various films were read and sin2e values were 

calculated for comparison with sin2e values for known.phases 

within a particular system. As samples were annealed at 

different temperatures, the Guinier diffraction films were 

compared to those for previous samples to determine if a 

sample was undergoing phase change. When available, 

diffraction.films were compared directly to films of known 

· phases . 

. 2. Single crystal ·te·chniques 

Utilization of single crystal techniques to determine 

the reciprocal lattice and to provide intensity data for 

structural solution of a previously unknown phase have been 

described by Conard (1) arid Smeggil. (2). The techniques they 

describe were used in the intensity dati collection for the 
; 

structural solution of Ti2S and Ti8s
3

• Single crystal 

techniques were also used to identify phases which were 

present in various samples in a concentration too small to 

be observed in Guinier diffraction fllms. Often single 

crystal techniques were used to identify a second. phase 
I"\ present in samples for which powder diffraction films 

indicated the presence of only a single phase. 

C. The Phase Problem 

The origin of the phase problem that must be solved 

during the structure determination of any crystalline· solid 
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with a previously unknown structure type is easy to under-

stand, while the means of solving the phase problem are 

varied and complex. During collection of crystallographic 

.data by single crystal techniques, the experimentally 

measured quantity is the intensity, Ih, for a particular 

reflection, h· The structure factor, Fh; corresponding to 

the same reflection is given by 

(l) 

where the.summation is over all of the j scattering centers. 

The intensity can be related to the structure factor by the 

expression 

I . a: 
h ,., 

(2) 

which indicates that the phase of the structure factor, 'fh' 
,.._ 

for a reflection is not directly obtained in the experimental 

measurement of Ih. 

1. Patter·son techni·ques 

Patterson techniques have traditionally provided one 

of the most successful methods for the solution of the 

crystallographic phase problem, i.e., for the determination 

of the phase angle associated with a given reflection. The 

·theory and utility of the method have been thoroughly 

discussed by Buerger (5), while the· book by. Stout and Jensen 
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(4) provides ah excellent introduction to this method for 

chemists starting work on a crystallographic problem. 

Woolfson (6) expressed the Patterson function as 

1 I 12 . = v r Fh exp[-2Tii(h•r)] 
h -· -

where r = xa + yb + zc ....,., ,.,, ,.., ,,., 
.• 

·and h - ha* + kb* + le* ,,,., ,,.,_ ,.,,,, ,..,-

(3) 

( 4) 

(5) 

and shows that the Patterson function is the self-convolution 

of the electron density function. The relationship between 

the Patterson function and the electron density allows a 

physical interpretation of the Patterson function as the 

representation of the vector density between two 

infinitesimal regions of electron density separated by the 

given vector and summed over a unit cell. A Patterson map 

· is thus a representation of all vectors between the 

infinitesimal regions of electron density associated with 

the same or different atoms of the structure. 

The integrated magnitude associated with a single 

interatomic vector is. proportional to .the sum of the products 

of the numbers of electrons in the atoms separated by the 

vector considered. If a structure contains n atoms, or 

regions of electron density, there are n2-n Patterson vectors 

(excluding vectors from one part of an atom to neighboring 

regions of the same atom (origin peak)). A Patterson map 

.can be considered as n images of the structure all 
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superimposed _on one unit cell. The complexity of a Patterson 

map is due.to three contributing factors: 

i) The high density of n2-n Patterson peaks within 

one unit cell (1260 for Ti2S) causes considerable overlap 

of individual peaks. 

ii) Since· atoms are not point sources of electron 

density, Patterson peaks have a finite size which adds 

considerably to the overlap of such peaks. In fact, the 

size of a Patterson peak associated with each atom is twice 

the size of its corresponding electron density. 

iii) Because .the Fourier expansion of the Patterson 

function includes only a ·finite number of terms, there can 

be a rippling effect for each Patterson peak. Overlap of 

such ripples for two atoms can further complicate a 

Patterson map by giving additional (false) peaks. 

One-technique often used to resolve the images of the 

structure in the Patterson map is the superposition or 

vector-shift method (5). This method has its greatest 

utility when applied to layered structures. In this case 

all of the Patterson vectors lie in parallel planes, thus 

reducing the problem to one of two dimensions. This 

procedure uses two identical copies of the Patterson map, 

map A and map B. In principle, if a Patterson peak of map B 

corresponding to an atom position ·(i.e., from an atom at the 

origin to the atom position in question) is placed over the 
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origin of map A, those peaks that. overlap in the two map·s 

provide an image of the structure and its inverse. If this 

procedure is repeated for each peak in map B that corresponds 

to.an atom position, repetition of the same structural image 

occurs. Ideally, comparison of several such superposition 

maps allows recognition of the structure. 

For the practical application of this method there are 

two basic problems to be overcome. First, the discussion 

above assumes that those Patterson peaks which actually 

correspond to atom positions are known. Although this· 

. information is not known, there are techniques that can be 

used to increase the probability that a chosen peak actually 

corresponds to an atom position. Even a complex map will 

often contain a few well rescilved peaks with magnitude 

roughly equal to.an expected vector between two heavy atoms. 

The probability of .such a peak corresponding to an atom 

position is much larger than for a general peak. The space 

group symmetry and expected structural chemistry can also 

be used to help choose such peaks. The second problem is 

concerned with the question of actual peak location in the 

large positive areas of the Patterson map. Seldom can each 

of the component peaks of such an area be resolved, but a 

general area of the Patterson map, rather than a specific 

poin~, can often be associated with possible atom positions. 

There ·must be some flexibility in deciding whether two peaks 
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overlap in superposition maps. Comparison of several super-. 

position maps provides some possible atom positions that are 

well pinpointed, while others occur in larger, less well-

defined regions of the unit cell, as ~ndicated in Figure 1 

in section II below. 

The following outline· summarizes the general procedures 

which.were used to solve the Ti2S structure and which were 

used in the attempted solution of the Ti8s
3 

structure: 

i) A starting set of peaks in the Patterson map 

that had a high probability of corresponding to atom 

positions was chosen. 

ii) Superposition maps were prepared for each of the 

peaks of the starting set. The superposition maps were then 

compared to find peaks and groups of peaks that recurred in 

the various maps. 

iii~ If a particular superposition map did not contain 

the r~curring features common to the majority of the maps, 

that superposition map was di~carded and the corresponding 

origin peak removed from the starting set. 

iv) Additional superposition maps were made for 

those peaks that were absent in the starting set but which 

kept recurring in the various maps. 

v) 
0 . 

The resulti~g group of peaks formed a trial 

structure which was continuously analyzed in terms of space 

. group symmetry, pac~ing of atoms, and the expected structural 

chemistry for the titanium sulfur system. Idea.lly, as the 
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various peaks are tested, more atoms are located, and tne 

trial structure becomes the true structure. In the actual 

application of this procedure, a point was reached where a 

large part of the trial structure corresponded to the true 

structure while additional atom positions required testing 

by Fourier synthesis. 

2. MULTAN techniques 

Direct methods use definite mathematical relationships 
• 

which are usually based on inequality and probability 

considerations to provide a phasing model. There are a 

large number of direct methods that can be used for phase 

determination. The MULTAN techniques will be considered in 

some detail since their application was successful in 

~olving the structure of Ti 8s3 . 

Between 1968 and 1971, a series of papers by Germain, 

Ma~n, and Woolfson (7,8,9) appeared. In this series they 

described a method and designed a computer program for 

the solution of thP. phase problem for l>oth centrosymmetric 

and noncentrosymmetric structures. Their methods were an 

extension of the phase determining formulas of Karle and 

Karle (10) and provide solutions for the common problems 

,associated with symbolic addition procedures. These 

techniques, called MULTAN, have been used widely in the 

past few years with notable success. The highly automated 
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MULTAN computer program has often provided rapid solution of 

complex crystallographic problems. 

The MULTAN technique is· based upon two basic results 

derived by Karle and Karle (10). · The sigma 2 relationships 

(6) 

indicate that the phase of a reflection, h, can be determined ..., 

if the phases for the reflections h' and h-h' are already 

known. The accuracy of this relationship increases for 

larger values of the normalized structure factors, Eb·, -
associated with the vario~s reflections. The second formula, 

called the tangent formula, is represented by 

r I Eh • Eh-h , I sin O" h + f h-h , ) 
h·' . """' ,,.., ,,,, . ,,.,,, ... _.,,.,. ,.,_ 

tan 'f h ~ ----,...,-~~~_,....~~~~~~~~ 

r I I Eh ' Eh-h ' I c 0 s Cf h + r h-h ' ) 
h· "" ,..,, ,,,,,, """' """'#fllttt1' 

(7) 
,., . 

-
where the summation i-s· over all reflections of known phase 

which have relatively high values of Eh' and Eh-h' (normally 
..,., "Y ..., . 

only reflections with IEhl ~ 1.50 are included). Both of -the fo~mulas in equations (6) and (7) are closely related 

and can be derived from both algebraic and probability 

considerations (10). 

The use·of these expressions in determining the phase 

of a reflection requires a starting set of reflections of 

known phase. Ideally, the starting set can be used to 

continue the phase determining process until the phases are 

known for all of .the strong reflections. As in the use of 
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Sayre's t_riple product re lat ions for centrosym.metric struc-

tures, however, an early mistake in phase determination causes 

the phases of a large number of reflections to be wrong, 

yielding an incorrect trial structure. Since initially there 

are seldom enough phases known to allow complete phase assign-

ment; certain reflections are assigned symbols to represent 

their phases, and unknown phases are determined in terms of 

the symbols. 

One of the most important aspects of the MULTAN technique 

was the inclus.ion of a method for finding the best possible 

starting set of phases. The method depends upon the reliabil

ity of a particular phase determination, ah, which is given by -
the expression 

+ [r Khh,sinC~, + 'fg-!l_, )]
2 

ca) 
h' -- - -- --

In this expr·ession Q.h depends directly on the phase values· -
which are not known when the starting set of reflections is 

chosen. It is possible, however, to estimate ah, by the 
..., 

expression 

(9) 

CI1 and !
0 

are Bessel functions) 
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N 
l Zjn (Zj is the atomic number of the j-th atom) 

j=l 

0~5658 K + 0.1304 K2 + 0.0106 K3 + ••• 

(10) 

(11) 

The estimated reliability, ah(e), for the phase determination 
,.. 

of a reflection does not depend upon knowing the phases, but 

is proportional to the magnitude of the Eh's involved in any -
triple product as well as proportional to the number of 

triple product relationships for a particular reflection. 

The best starting set is determined by the step by step 

elimination of those reflections having low values for ah(e). -
The remaining reflections, those necessary to define the 

origin, to define the enantiomorph, and to specify a number 

of .reflections requiring phase symbol assignment, are those 

which phases are. known with high reliability and which. 

are related by the sigma 2 relationships to a large number 

of other reflections. 

The specific application of these techniques is 

considered in the discussion of. the Ti8s3 structure solution 

in section·II below. 
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II. THE METAL-RICH TITANIUM SULFUR .SYSTEM 

A. Introduction 

1. Survet ·or metal-rich titanium sulfides 

The investigation of the titanium sulfur system began 

with the 1937 work of Biltz, Ehrlich, and Meisel (11). Since 

that time there have been several investigators who have 

studied this system with.varying degrees of thoroughness. 

With the advent of the techniques of high temperature 

chemistry, sample-container interactions, which had caused 

contradictory phase characterization among early investi

gators, were minlmized. Conard (1) summarized the work of 

the early investigators and discussed those ~ases where 

sample-conta~ner int~ractions had caused problems in phase 

characterization. 

During his investigation of the vaporization of TiS, 

Franzen (12) reported the presence of a new metal-rich 

titanium sulfide with nominal composition, Ti2S. Using 

Frauzen's sample, Stone (~3) attempted the crystallographic 

characterization of this new solid phase. A least-squares 

.fit of Guinier powder diffraction lines for this sample,gave 

approximate lattice parameters of a = 11.35, b = 14 .• 06, and 

2.. = 3.32 .K. Stone also determtned the spo.cc group symmetry 

to be either Pnn2 (noncentrosymmetric.) or Pnnm (centro

symmetric). Combustion analysis yielded S/Ti = 0.498, and 
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derisity measurements provided ~n average density of 

4.80 g cm-3• 
. . 

This density corresponded to 11.97 Ti2S units 

per unit cell. 

In 1958, Bartram (14) identified a new titanium sulfide 

phase of nominal composition, Ti6S, which he described as 

having a unit cell closely related to that of titanium metal. 

The Ti 6S unit cell was hexagonal with lattice parameters 

a = 2.9669 ± 0.0004. and c = l~.495 ± 0.005 X where the a-axis 

is slightly larger than the corresponding a-axis of the metal 

and the· £_-axis is approximately three t.imes the c-axis of the 

metal. Bartram confirmed the presence of s·ulfur in the 

sample and proposed at least partial ordering of sulfur ~n 

the titanium lattice to account for.the approximate tripling 

of the c-axis. 

In 1969, Eremenko .and Listovnichii (15) reported the 

preparation of Ti3S and determined that the space group was 

tetragonal with lattice parameters of a= 9.952.and 

£ = 4.89 K. Based on powder diffraction data, they suggested 

that Ti3S was isostructural with Ti3P. 

2. ·pu·rpose o:f this investigation 

The purpose of the research described in this chapter 

was to determine tqe structure of Ti2S, to duplicate the 

reported work on Ti3S and Ti6s, and to systematically 

investigate the Ti~S system for the presence of other possi

ble metal-rich phases which are stable at high temperature. 
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B. Experimental Investigation 

Three different sets .of titanium sulfide samples were 

prepared using different e~perimental conditions. Table l 

lists the set of samples which were prepared by arc-melting 

pellets of TiS and titanium metal combined in the mole ratio 

corresponding to.the approximate stoichiometry indicated in 

the table. The arc-melted pellets were annealed for eight 

Table 1. Phases identified in arc-melted titanium sulfide 
samp.les 

Nominal Sample 
Composition 

Ti
3

S 

Ti4S 

Ti
5

S 

T16s. 

Ti7S 

Phases 
Present 

Ti8s
3

, Ti2S 

Ti 

Ti 

Ti 

Ti 

Identification 
Method 

a,b 

b 

b 

b 

b 

a corresponds to single crystal techniques. 

b corresponds to powder.diffraction techniques. 

to ten hours at the relatively low temperature of 1125°C, 

since attempted annealing at higher temperatures resulted in 

melting of samples. Only the Ti
3
s sample yielded diffraction 
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patterns indicating the presence of a phase other than 

titanium metal~ Single crystal work on this parti6ular sample 

confirmed the presence of Ti 2S and indicated the presence of a 

new titanium sulfide phase which was subsequently identified 

as Ti8s3 •. 

A second set of.samples, listed in Table 2, was prepared 

from the elements in the manner discussed in the Introduction. 

Table 2. Phase identification and transformation of titanium 
sulf.ide samp.les. annealed at high .t.emperatur.e. 

Nominal 
Sample 

Composition 

Ti
2

_
5
s 

Ti2.67S 

. Ti3S 

Ti3 . 5s 
Ti4s 

Ti4• 5s 
Ti

5
s 

Ti5. 5s 
Ti6S 

· Ti6 .• 5s 

Phases 
Present 

Ti2S 

Ti8s3, Ti2S 

Ti8s3, Ti2S 

Ti8s3, Ti S 2 

Identification 
Method 

b 

a,b 

b 

a,b 

Ti, Ti2S, Ti8s3 a,b 

Ti, Ti8s3 a,b 

Ti, Ti8s3 b 

Ti, Ti8s3 b 

Ti, Ti8s3 b 

Ti a,b 

Transformation 
Observed During 

Anne a.ling 

a oorreaponda to single crystal techniques. 

b corresponds to powder diffraction techniques . 
.;; 
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The phases present in each of these samples were identified 

by powder diffraction and single crystal techniques. For 

each of the different samples the total heating time at 

1150°C varied depending on the behavio~ of the individual 

samples. For example, after eight hours of annealing, 

Guinier diffraction films for the Ti
3

.
5
s sample indic~ted 

the presence of Ti2S and Ti8s3 . After approximately 

200 hours of heating, the presence of only Ti2S was indicated 

by X-ray diffr~ction techniqties. The decomposition of Ti8s
3 

~t 1150°C was also observed for the Ti~. 67 s and Ti4 .
5
s 

samples. Even after most of the Ti8s
3 

had decomposed, 

Guinier diffraction films for the samples Ti2 . 67s and Ti3 .
5
s 

gave no evidence for the presence .of titanium metal. It is 

possible that titanium dissolved into the tungsten container. 

A thorough single-crystal examination was conducted on· 

the Ti
3
S, Ti4 •

5
s, and Ti6S samples. No evidence was tound 

to confirm the existence of the Ti3S phase reported by 

Eremenko and Listovnichii (15) or the Ti 6s phase reported~by 

Bartram (14). The examination of the Ti.4 • 
5
s sample gave no 

indication for the presence· of a titanium sulfide phase 

corresponding to the zr
9
s4 phase recently characterized by 

Chen and Franzen (16). The possible existence of these 

phases certainly cannot. be ruled out, but under the conditions 
• 

of attempt~d preparation these particular phases do not appear 

to.be stable. 
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A preliminary investigation was conducted on samples of 

nominal composition Ti1 • 25s, Ti1 . 50s and Ti1 •75s. Each of 

these samples exhibited similar behavior at high temperature. . . . 

Guinier diffraction films for the Ti1 _25s sample heated at 

1500-1600°C indicated the presence of an unidentified phase, 

Ti S. The observed sin2 
8 values for this phase are listed x 

in Table 3. Although the diffraction films gave no evidence 

for the presence of TiS, only iingle crystals of TiS were 

obtained from this sample. After annealing at 1750°C, 

diffraction films of the Ti1 . 25s sample confirmed the presence 

of both TixS and TiS. Characterization of the TixS phase 

will require further investigation. 

· .. Table 3 .. Guini.er X-ray powder diffract.ion data f.o.r. T.ixS ~ .· .. 

Relative sin2(e) onserved 8 (observed) 
Int.ens.ity. x. 10 . · 

M 726.1 15·· 63 
w 877.2 17.23 
vw 1169.0 20.00 

·vw 1202.0 . 20. 29 
s .1309.0 21.21 
vw . 2040.0 26.85 
vw 2192.0 27.92 

vw 2308.0 28.72 
vw 3044.0 33.49 
w 3514.0 36 .. 36 
w· 4505.0 42.16 
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C. Structure Solution of Ti 2S 

1. Ackn·owTedgeinent 

The structural study of the Ti2S phase was the combined 

·effort of the author and Dr. B. R. Conard, whose Ph.D. thesis 

contains a detailed discussion of the Ti 2S structure 

determination. This section is a description of the author's 

contributioh to the structural solutio~ for Ti2S. 

2. Pr·eparation and dat·a collection 

A sample of initial composition Ti 2S was prepared by 

annealing at 1590°K. The annealing was repeated until powder 

diffraction films indicated no further changes in the sample. 

The resulting product was extremely hard, brittle, and 

characterized by high metallic luster. Many of the small 

pieces of the sample chipped from the tungsten crucible were 
. 

characterized by well-defined faces and sharp edges indicative 

of well formed single crystals. 

A single crystal was chosen from this sa~ple and aligned 

with the crystallographic c-axis coincident with the 

rotation axis of a Weissenberg camera. Rotation and 

Weissenbe~g films were taken for the first four layers using 

molybdenum K radiation. . Cl Reciprocal lattice plots indicated 

that the lattice parameters we~e the same aa those reported· 

by Stone (13) and confirmed that the point group symmetry for 

the unit cell was orthorhombic. The conditions for reflection 
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were determined to be: 

hki: no conditions 

Oki: k+R. = 2n 

hOR.: q+R. = 2n 
hkO: no conditions 

hOO: h = 2n 

OkO: k = 2n 

001: Jl = 2n 

These reflection conditions were consistent with the two 

orthorhombic space groups Pnn2 and Pnnm. 

The assumption was made that the Ti2S structure corres

ponded to the centrosymmetric space group Pnnm. The short 

c-axis of 3.32~ and packing considerations for the atoms 

combined to limit the atom positions of the a.ssumed Pnnm 

space group which could be occupied by titanium or sulfur. 

If the general atom positions, 8(h), were occupied, an atom 

in the (x,y,z) position would imply a second atom at (x,y,z). 

The short c-ax.is implied that atoms occupying these two 

positions would be too close together for any value of z 

different from z=O or z=l/2. ThP.Re considerations lndicated 

that the 4(g) atom positions (x,y,O; x,y,O; l/2+x, 1/2-y; 1/2; 

1/2-x, l/2+y, 1/2) of the Pnnm space group were the most 

general positions that could be occupied by titanium or 

sulfur. 

The intensities of the reflections were estimated using 

standard multiple film techniques. An intensity scale was 

pr~pa~ed from timed oscillations of the (400) reflection. 
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·Visual comparison of each reflection with the intensity scale 

allowed assignment of an uncorrected, relative intensity, 

I 1 , for most of the observed reflections. For each of.the re · 

Weissenb~rg layers, medium and strong reflections were read 

on all four films iri order to determine a film ~bsorption 

factor which could then be used to assign values of Irel for 

the strong reflections too dark to ·be accurately estimated on 

the first film. Using this procedure, values of Irel were 

assigned for the 535 reflections observed in the Weissenberg 

films. 

Comparison of the intensity dat·a for the hkO and hk2 

reflections showed that after correction for angle dependent 

effects Irel(hkO) = Irel(hk2). This implied that the atoms 

of the Ti2S structure occur in two layers perpendicular to 

the c-axis and confirmed the choice of the 4(g) atom positions 

indicated above. 

For each reflection the magnitude of the relative 

structure factor, IF 
1

1, was calculated using the formula, re 

IFrell~[K/Lp•S•A•Irel]l/2 (12) 

The K/Lp term correspdnds to the Lorentz-polarization 

correction and the correction required by changes in reflec-

tion spot size and shape. These corrections were estimated 

graphically from the International Tables (17). S corresponds 

to a linear correction factor which was applied to account for 
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the splitting of the K and K X-ray radiation components 
al a.2 

for certain reflections. The absorption correction term A in 

equation (12) was n6t used due to the small size of the 

crystal used for data collection. The values of IF I rel 

calculated in this way were used in the subsequent structure 

determination. 

3. st·ruct·ure de"termfnation 

The Patterson techniques described above are particularly 

well-suited for application to a structure like Ti2S where the 

atom positions occur in two parallel planes. Patterson maps 

were calculated for various layers perpendicular to the 

c-axis of the unit cell and contained maxima only in the. 

layers c=O and c=l/2. The resulting two dimensional maps 

were relatively complex. In order to limit the number of 

Patterson peaks used in the starting set for superposition 

maps and to increase the probability that a chosen peak would 

correspond to an actual atom position, the Harker (18). 

sections for. the 4(g) atom positions of the Pnnm space group 

were used .. 

Harker first showed that the relationship between a 

particular atom in a unit cell and its symmetry equivalent 
I 

atoms implied certain restrictions on. the Patteraon map~ 
' 

For example, an atom in the Pnnm space group at (x,y,O) 

implies a second atom at (x,y,O), and the Patterson map will 

contain the vector between them. If an atom at (x,y~O) in 
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the structure appears in the Patterson map at (u,v,O), then. 

there must be a second peak at (2u;2v,O) in the Patterson map. 

The symmetrically equivalent positions (l/2+x, 1/2-y, 1/2) 

and (1/2-x, 1/2.f.y, 1/2) imply the Harker sections (1/2, 

l/2-2v, 1/2) and (l/2-2u, 1/2,, 1/2). The Pnnm symmetry thus 

provided three tests that could be applied to ~ncrease the 

probability that a Patterson peak corresponded to an atom 

position in the unit cell. 

Patterson superposition maps were made for only those 

peaks which obeyed the Harker symmetry conditions. The 

resulting maps gave structural images masked by spurious 

overlap, but repeated comparisons of the different maps 

provided the trial structure illust-rated in Figure 1. The 

six four-fold atom positions of the trial structure, 

represented by the solid circles labeled A through F, .were 

those input into a Fourier synthesis calculation. The lines 

and.circles connected by lines in Figure l·corres.pond .to 

regions in the superposition maps where the apparent overlap 

of peaks occurred in a .general, less specific region than 

the overlap of the six atom positions of the trial structure. 

For comparison, Figure 1 also illustrates the refined 

atom positions of the Ti2S structure as represerited·by Ti l· 

through S 3. The agreement between the six trial atom 

positions· and the refined atom_posit1ons can only be described 

as fair. It is interesting that the recurring areas of 
! . 

general overlap in the superpos1.tion technique both 
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Ti2 
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Ti5 
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.c 
Ti2 

Ti5 • B Ti2 

Ti6 

Ti2 
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•D S3 
Ti4 

Ti4 
•o· 

I 
Ti6 

Ti2 
• c 

C· • Ti2 
SI 

i4 

Ti5 
•e 

53 .o 
I 
Ti4 

/Ill/ Ti3\ 
S2 . Ti6 EJ • • ----T-i ,-------F-Ti I 

Circles with letters represent well-defined atoms 
from superpos.i tion. techniques. Lines correspond 
.to the less wel·l-defined .. atom positions from . 
superposition techniques. Th~ refined atom 
positions are represented as Ti and S atoms. 

Figure 1. Comparison of Ti2S a tom posi tion.s from .super

position· techniques with the refined atom positions 
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corresponded closely to actual atom· po.sit ions in the refined 

structure. Although only six of the final nine atom 

positions were input in the Fourier synthesis, the calcula-

tion generated the three missing atom positions and provided 

the correct structure. 

4. Structure refinement and description 

At this point in the development of the solution to the 

structure of Ti 2s, the author entered the military service, 

and the subsequent refinement of the structure was accom-

plished by Conard (1). The description and discussion .of the 

Ti2S structure is presented in ~art II of this thesis.· 

D. Structure Solution of Ti8s
3 

1. · Preparatio·n and data collection 

Ti8s
3 

was first prepared by heating at 1125°C a i50 mg 

pelletized mixture of TiS and titanium metal with an overall 

Ti/S ratio of 3.0. The partially melted pellet appeared 

metallic and wa$ quite brittle. A small portion of the 

pellet was chipped from the bulk sample and a Debye-Scherrer 

diffraction pattern taken. The extreme complexity of the .. 
powder film indicated the presence of a new phase. 

Microscopic examination of the sample showed the presence of 

well-formed, small, needle-lik.e crystals. 

Rotation, zero-layer, and first-layer Weissenberg films 

indicated that the crystals corresponded to a C-centered 
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monoclinic space group with the crystal rotation axis 

coincident with the.unique crystallographic b-axis of the 

unit cell. The approximate lattice parameters calculated 

from t~ese films were: 

a = 32.69(1) x 
b = 3.327(2) X 
c = 19.36(2) ·x 
B = 139.9(5) 0 

The conditions for reflection were: 

hkt: h+k = 2n 

hOt: h = 2n 

OkO: k = 2n 

C2, Cm, and C2/m were the only space groups consistent with 

these observations. 

Single crystal X-ray diffraction data were collected 

with a Hilger-Watts four-circle automated diffractometer 

coupled with an SDS 910 computer, as described by Dahm, 

Bensen, Nimrod, Fitzwater, and Jacobson (19). Peak-height 

intensities were measured. Zirconium-filtered Mo K radiation 
a 

was used to obtain data for nonextinguished reflections in the 

first two octants with 8~ 30° .. Lorentz and polarization 

corrections were applied, but owing to the small crystal size 

(10 µ x 10 µ x 50 µ), no absorption correction was made. 

The fluctuation level of the counter was assumed to be 
j 

proportional to the square root of the total counts, and the 
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statistical uncertainties of the intensity data were taken to 

be (A+B) 1/ 2/(A-B), where A and Bare peak and background 

counts, respectively. Of the 2351 intensity data collected, 

713 had uncertainties less than 33%. 

2. Structure solution via MULTAN 

Early attempts to solve the Ti8s
3 

structure were made 

utilizing Patterson techniques, Sayre's triple products, and 

Long's (20) reiterative application of Sayre's triple product 

relations. E~ch of these methods was designed to solve a 

centrosymmetric structure. A Howells, Phillips and Rogers 

plot (21) proved to be an inconclusive test for a center of 

symmetry in Ti8s3 . It was decided to use MULTAN techniqu~s 

to attempt the structure determination assuming that the 

Ti8s3 space group was Cm (noncentrosymmetric). 

Normalized structure factors, Eh, were calculated for 
rv 

all of the Ti8s
3 

reflections. The 338 reflections with 

Eh~ 1.50 were used in the MULTAN calculation. For each -
reflection the SIGMA 2 section of the prog~am calculated all 

of the phase relationships, equation (6), and the values of 

cx:h(e), equation (9). This section of the program also used 

the Cm space group symmetry to determine the parity 

~ond1tions necessary for origin definition. The CONVERGE 

se~tlon of the MULTAN program then used the °h(e) values to -
rank each of the reflections. In a step-by-step process, 

those reflections with lower values of cx:h(e) were eliminated. 
,..., 
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The last reflections eliminated were those which gave strong 

phase relationships and quickly led to multiple phase 

indications. The six reflections finally remaining included 

the two necessary for origin definition and four reflections . 

chosen as the starting set for subsequent phase determination. 

Since the assumed space group was noncentrosymmetric, each of 

the four reflections of the starting set was assigned a phase 

corresponding to one of the four values ± n/4, ± 3n/4. For 

each different choice of Yh for reflections in the starting 
. -

set, a different set of phases could be calculated. 

The phases of the remaining reflections were calculated 

using the weighted tangent formula, 

where: 

and 

wh = tari·h (1/2 crh) 

erg= 1Ehl(Th2 + Bh2)1/2 

+ 'fh-h') ,...., ...., 

+ rh~h') ........... 

Only 33 of the 256 possible solution sets were calculated. 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

MULTAN techniques provided three criteria by which to 

_determine which of these 33 sets of phases had the h~ghest 

probability of corresponding to the actual structure. Of the 

three different criteria, only the w
0
-test (22) was used, 

since it was designed specifically for space groups with no 
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translational :symmetry other than C-centering. "lj!
0 

should be 

a minimum for the correct phasing model. 

Ah E-map was calculated for the set of phases which gave 

the minimum value for "lj!
0

• This E-map was devoid of spurious 
• 

peaks and gave 44 well-resolved peaks which corresponded to 

chemically reasonable interatomic distances for the trial 

structure. Titanium and sulfur positions were distinguished 

by examination of the geometrical arrangement of neighboring 

peaks. The arrangement of peaks in the E-map suggested the 

presence of a center of symmetry in the structure. 

3. Structure· re:fihern:ent 

The atom positions suggested by the trial structure were 

refined by least-squares computation (23) and atomic scatter 

scattering factors by Hansen, Herman, Lea, and Skillman (24) 

assuming in the refinement the Cm space group. Isotropic 

temperature factors were assumed. After five cycles of 

refinement, the unweighted R index, R = E 11F
0

1- l·F c 11/EIF
0 
I, 

was 0.108. A test ma.de for a center of symmetry indicated 

that one was present within the uncertainty of the atom 

positions. Assuming the space group C2/m, further refinement 

reduced the unweighted R index to 0.080. 

The final.positional parameters and isotropic temperature 

factors are giv~n in Table 4. Table 5 lists the nearest 

neighbors and their interatomic distances for each atom in 

Ti8s
3

• The maximum standard .deviations of the interatomic 
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Table.4. Final atomic parameters for Ti8s3 . All atoms occupy 
. f.our.-f.old. p.o.s.it.ions. (i). x,o.,.z .of .sp.a.c.e .. group C2/m 

I Atom x y z B(A2) 

Ti(l) 0.5795(4) o.o 0.5867(7) 1.0(2) 
Ti(2) 0.5943(4) o.o 0.7732(7) 1.1(2) 
Ti(3) 0.5890(4) o.o 0.0804(7) 1.0(2) 
Ti(4) 0.6223(4) 0.0 0.3128(7) 1.0(2) 
Ti(5) 0.6712(4) 0.0 0.0034(7) 0.9(2) 
Ti(6) .0.6956(4) o.o 0.6419(7) 1.0(2) 
Ti(7) 0.7180(4) 0.0 0.8292(7) 0.9(2) 
Ti(8) . 0.7033(4) 0.0 0.2776(7) 0.7(2) 
T1(9) 0.8001(4) 0.0 0.0692(7) 1.2(2) 
Ti(lO) 0.7658(4) o.o 0.5729(7) 0.9(2) 
Ti(ll) 0.8363(4) o.o 0.5171(7) 1.0(2) 
T1(12) o.8476(4) o.o 0.8980(7) 0.9(2) 
Ti(l3) 0.9410(4) 0.0 0.1633(7). 1.0(2) 
T1(14) 0.0105(4) 0.0 0.5945(7) 1.0(2) 
T1(15) 0.9904(4) o.o 0.8926(7) 0.9(2) 
Ti(l6) o.4485(4) 0.0 0.6199(7) 1.1(2) 

S(l) 0.5719(6) o.o 0.9517(9) 0.9(2) 
S(2) 0.7430(6) 0.0 0.2061(10) 1.1(2) 
S(3) 0.8933(6) 0.0 o.4111(10) 0.9(2) 
S(4) 0.8722(6) 0.0 0.7755(10) 1.0(2) 
8(5) 0.8710(6) 0.0 0.2704(10) 0.9(2) 
S(6) 0.9462(6) 0. 0 . 0.7152(10) 1.3(3) 



Table 5. . The nearest neighbors and their interatomic distances in Ti8s
3

. (Devia-
tions f.or Ti...;.S and Ti-Ti distances. are o.050X and 0.0.35~, r.e.spe.c.tively) 

Central Type of No. of Distances Central Type of No. of Distances 
Atom neigl:bors neighbors Atom neighbors neighbors 

Ti(l) S(5) 2 2 .. 486 Ti(5) S(l) 1 2.560 
S(3) 2 2.513 S(2) 1 2.603 

Ti(l4) 2 2.820 Tl(9) 2 2.770 
Ti(l4) 2 2.901 Ti(7) 2 2.905 

_Ti ( 6) 1 3.049 Ti(l3) 2 2.922 
Ti(7) 1 3.159 Ti(l2) 2 2.930 

.Ti( 2) 1 3;010 
Ti(2) S(5) 2 2.497 

Ti(l4) 2- 2.783 Ti(6) S(3) 2 . 2. 509 
Ti(l3) 2 2.793 S(2) 2 2.533 
Ti (9) 2 2.803 Ti(8) 2 2.875 w 

w 
Ti(5) 1 3.010 Ti(ll) 2 2.903 
Ti(l6) 1. 3.149 Ti(l) 1 3.049 

Ti(7) 1 3.097 
Ti(3) S(4) 2 2.454 

S(l) 1 2.586 Ti(7) S(2) 2 2.489 
·ri(l5) · 2 2.868 S(5) 2 - 2. 520 
Ti(3) 1 ·2.879 Ti(5) 2 2.905 
Ti(15) 2 2.881 Ti(9) 2 2.955 
Ti(8) 1 2.884 Ti(6) 1 3.097 
Ti(l2) 2 2.960 Ti(9) 1 3.124 

Ti(l) 1 3.159 
Ti(4) S(4) 2 2.488 

S(6) 2 2.490 
Ti(ll) 2 2.938 
Ti(lO) 2 2.943 
Ti(l5) 2 3.120 
Ti(8) 1 3.196 



Tabl.e 5. (Continued) 

Central Type of No. of Distances Central Type of No. of Distances 
Atom neighbors neighbors Atom neighbors neighbors 

i1i(8) S(4) 2 2.460 Ti(l2) S(l) 2 2.535 
S(2) 1 2.529 S(2) 2 2. 544 . 

'I'i ( 10) 2 2.767 Ti(8) 2 2.910 
'Fi(6) 2 2.875 Ti(5) 2 2.930 
'F.i(3) 1 2.884 . Ti(J) 2 2.960 
Ti(l2) 2 2.910 
'F.i(ll) 1 3.091 Ti(l3) ·S(6) 1 2.418 
Ti(4) 1 3.196 S(l) 2 2. 5.41 

Ti(2) 2 2.793 
Ti(9) S(5) 1 2.591 Ti(5) 2 2.922 

Ti(9) 2 2.696 Ti(l5) l 3.145 
Ti(5) 2 2.770 Ti(16) 2 3.202 w 

.!:=" 
Ti(2) 2 2.803 
Ti(7) 2 2.955 Ti(l4) S(5) 1 2.520 
Ti(7) 1 3.124 S(3) 1 2.520 

Ti(2) 2 2.783 
Ti(lO) S(4) 1 2.576 Ti(l) 2 2.820 

Ti(lO) 2. ·2.710 Ti(l) 2 2.901 
Ti(8) 2 2.767 Ti(l6) 2 2.942 
Ti(ll) 2 2.843 T.i(14) 1 3.165 
Ti(4) 2 2.943 

Ti(15) S(6) 1 2.499 
Ti(ll) S(6) 1 2.563 S(l) 2 2.554 

S(3) 1 2.605 S(4) 1 2.574 
Ti(lO). 2 2.843 Ti(3) 2 2.868 
Ti(6) 2 2.903 Ti(3) 2 2.881 
Ti(4) 2 2.938 Ti(4) 2 3.120 
Ti(16) 2 2.995 Ti(13) 1 3.145 
Ti(8) 1 3.091 



Table 5. (Continued). 

Central Type of No. '.)f Distance Central Type of No. of Distance 
Atom neighbors neigh.Jors Atom neighbors neighbors 

Ti(l6) S(3) 2 2.521 s (.4) Ti(3) 2 2.454 
S(6) 2 2.532 Ti(8) 2 2.460 

·Ti(l4) 2 2.942 Ti(4) 2 2.488 
Ti(ll) 2 ·2.995 Ti(l5) 1 2.574 
Ti(2) 1 3.149 Ti(10) 1 2.576 
Ti(l3) 2 3.202 Ti(l2) 1 3.032 

S(l) Ti(l2) 2 2.535 S(5) Ti(l) 2 2.486 
Ti(l3) 2 2.541 Ti(2) 2 2.497 
Ti(l5) 2 2.554 Ti(l4) 1 2.520 
ri·( 5) 1 2.560 Ti(7) 2 2.520 
Ti(3) 1 2.586 Ti(9) 1 2.591 w 

U1 

S(2) Ti(7) 2 2.489 S(6) Ti(l3) 1 2.418 
Ti(8) 1 2.529 Ti(4) 2 2.490 
Ti(E) 2 2.533 Ti(l5) 1 2.499 
':1i(l2) 2 2.544 Ti(l6) 2 2.532 
Ti(5) ·l 2.603 Ti(ll) 1 2.563 

3(3) 'Iji(6) 2 2.509 
Ti(l) 2 2.513 
Ti(l4) 1 2.520 
'Ii(l5) 2 2.521 
Ti(ll) 1 2.605 
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distances were 0.050 i for Ti-S di~tances and 0.035 I for 

Ti-Ti distances. 

4. · Accura:cy ·or the· MULTAN technique 

The success of the MULTAN techniques in the structure 

solution of Ti8s3 where other attempts had failed is deserving 

of comment. The failure of Sayre's triple product relations 

to provide a structure solution (even though Ti8s3 was 

centrosymmetric) may be related to the arbitrary choice of 

reflections assigned symbols and used in a starting set for· 

further phase determination. When the starting set of 

reflections chosen by MULTAN were used in Sayre's triple 

product relations, the phases (signs) for the 70 strongest 

.reflections of_Ti8s3 were correctly determined. 

The close agreement between the 44 atom positions of the 

trial structure and the refined atom positions seemed 

remarkable. Table 6 compares the calculated phases with the 

final phase values after refinement for a random selection of 
I 

reflections and illustrate~ Lheir close agreement. This 

close agreement is true for all of the reflections. The 

accuracy of the calculated phase values may be the reason for · 

both the lack of spurious peaks in the E-map and the accuracy 

of the trial structure~ In the derivation of the formulas 

used in the MULTAN calculation, an assumption was made that 

the structure is composed only of equal atoms (10). The 

small difference between titanium and sulfur of six electrons 
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Table 6. Comparison of phase values calculated by MULTAN 
techniques.with the refined phase values for Ti8s 3 . 
.(.Phase .. in d.egree.s) 

Reflection Refined MULTAN Difference 
Phase Phase (Absolute Value) 

8 2 9 0 360.2 0.2 
20 2 4 180 164.4 15.6 

1 3 3 180 170.4 9.6 
10 2 .10 180 186.6 6.6 

7 3 b 180 183.6 3.6 
42 0 15 180 185.0 5.0 
28 0 0 180 185.5 5.5 
29 1 Ib 0 4.8 4.8 

8 0 2 180 216.0 36.0 
6 0 10 0 2.2 2.2 

16 2 ·o 0 351.4 8.6 
38 2 13 180 185.1 5.1 

6 0 2 0 348.9 11.1 
8 2 19 0 338.4 21.6 
4 2 5 0 354.2 5.8 
5 1. 2 0 6.8 6.8 

30 0 2b 0 26. 2 . 26.2 
0 0 . 16 180 195.8 15.8 

27 1 21 0 358.8 1.2 
17 3 3 180 184.0 4.o 
33 1 19 0 359.6 0.4 

8 0 1 180 190.9 10.9 
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provided a case where the equal atom approximation was closely 

approa·ched; perhaps explaining the accuracy of the caiculated 

phase determinatio.n. 
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PART II. STRUCTURAL CORRELATIONS AND CHEMICAL BONDING 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The successful structural solution of the Ti2S and Ti8s3 
structure types led naturally to a comparison of their 

structural similarities and differences. The structural 

features of these two phases are features common to a large 

number of other structure types. A large portion of this 

work is devoted to a detailed comparison of the features 

common to a large number of structure types with features 

similar to those of Ti2S and Ti8s3 . 

In studying the structural similarities and differences 

for the structure types under discussion here, a continuing 

attempt was made to understand the structural features in 

terms of qualitative bonding models. The complexity of the 

structures discussed here precluded any type of rigorous 

·theoretical treatment (e.g., band structure approach). 

Rather, the approach used throughout this study was to observe 

the structural similarities and differences and then to 

conti~ually question th~ reasons why the simllarities and 

differences occur. 

The recurring geometrical featu~es found in these 

struct.ure types, i.e., trigonal prismatic nonmetal c.oordi

nation and the metal ~oordination units, suggest that the 

structural features may be best understood in terms of a 

hybrid orbital model. Although it is certainly true that not 

all. of the structural features can be understood within the 
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framework of a simple hybrid orbital model, such a model 

seemed to be fruitful approach in describing the sigma

bonding contribution of the individual atoms making up the 

structures of the phases described here. It was felt that 

such an approach also allowed a framework within which a 

better understanding of the structural similarities and 

differences for the structure types under discussion was 

possible. 

The basic weakness .of this type of approach is that any 

specific consideration of the possible TI-bonding interactions 

between atoms is ignored. It is the point of view adopted 

here that the structure features under study depend primarily 

on the sigma-bonding contribution of the atoms involved. For 

comparison, the benzene molecular structure might be 

considered in terms of the sp 2 hybrid orbital combination 

bonding contribution of each carbon atom. It is this bonding 

contribution which, in effect, determines the molecular 

geometry. Obviously; the TI-bonding contribution is important 

in understanding the chemical properties of benzene, but it 

is felt that the inclusion of TI-bonding interaction is not 

necessary in describing the basic molecular structure. 
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II. THE Ti2S AND Ti8s
3 

STRUCTURES 

A. Introduction 

In Chapter II the methods used to solve the structure of 

Ti2S and Ti8s
3 

were described. In the following description 

of the Ti2S and Ti8s
3 

structures, particular emphasis will be 

placed on the discussion of those structural features which 

are common to a large number of other structure types, for 

the Ti2S and Ti8s3 structures are two of a variety of . 
structures that form a structural class consisting of 

structures assumed by a large number of transition metal 

chalcogenide and pnictid~ phas~s. A major theme of this 

thesis will be that an analysis of the structural-chemical 

principles underlying the recurrent features in this class. of 

compounds leads to information about the nature of the 

chemical interactions in the compounds in general, and in 'y 

B. Structure Descriptions 

The structure of Ti2S, which has already been described 

by Conard (1) in his thesis, is illustrated in Figures 2 and 

3. The syst~m used to represent the atoms in ¥igure 3 will 

b~ used througho1Jt for depicting the structures of other 

phases of this structural class. Nonmetal atom positions 

will be represented by the symbols x or <&) where the absence 

or presence of the circle is used to distinguish the nonmetal 
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Solid lines represent the coordination polyh~dra of 
atom .pos.itions in the l_ayer at a = 1/2. Broken 
lines represent :the polyhedra of at·om positions in 

. the layer at z =· 0. 

Figure. 2. . The. Ti2S structure 
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· x and ® .corres.po.nd to nonmetal atom pos.itions 
while • and o represent· metal atom pas.it.ions in .the 

. two distinct layers. of the·. structure. x and • 
represent atoms in the same layer while ® and o 
·represent a.t·om positions in the same, but distinct, 
layer. · The same symbolism will be used to represent 
other structures below. 

F;igure 3 •. The Ti2S structure as. the packi~g .of ti tani·um 

cubes and sulfur trigonal prisms 
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atom positions which occur in the two separate layers which 

characterize the structures. Similarly, the symbols • and o 

represent metal atom positions in the two distinct layers. 

The symbols with circles, whether metal or nonmetal, represent 

atom positions in the same layer. 

The solid and dashed lines. in Figure 2 illustrate the 

partial coordinatio~.PO~~hedra.of.titanium and sulfur atoms. 

Solid lines represent the partial coordination polyhedra 

(P.C.P.) about atoms centered at z = 1/2, while the dashed 

lines correspond to the P.C.P. for atoms centered at z = 0. 

A drawing of this type (Figure 2) emphasizes the partial 

coordination polyhedra present in the structure and 

illustrates the face, edge, and corner sharing of the various 

polyhedra. The structure of Ti2S illustrates only one of the 

large number of possible ways that the observed P.C.P. are 

able to pack in forming a solid structure. 

Figure 4 illustrates the Ti8s3 structure, emphasizing 

the different types of metal coordination polyhedra present .• 

The first impression upon viewing this structure is one of 

the extreme complexity of this phase which is indicated by 

the presence of 88 atoms in a unit cell with axes 32.69(1) 

and 19.36(2) l. The Ti8s
3 

structure illustrates a second way 

in which the coordination polyhedra of titanium and sulfur 

can pack to form a stable phase. 

T12S and Ti8s3 have a large number of common structural 

features which r.(=m be seen by comparing Figures 2 and 4. 
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The solid and broken lines illustrate the metal coordination polyhedra. 
Large circles represent titanium atom positions while small circles 
·repr~sent sulfur atom positions. Shaded and nonshaded circles are atom 
positions located in the two distinct layers. 

Figure 4. The Ti8s3 structure 
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Both structures are illustrated as projections of the atomic 

positions along the short crystallographic axis of each unit 

cell. All of the atom positions occur in one of two.planes 

perpendicular to the short axis. Each plane of atom 

positions lies on a mirror plane, which is a symmetry 

element common to both the Pnnm space group of Ti2S and 

the C2/m space group of Ti8s
3

. Nonmetal atoms of both 

phases have capped-trigonal prismatic coordination poly

hedra where the 3-fold axis of the trigonal prisms are 

either perpendicular to the plane of projection, as for 

S(l) and S(2) of both phases, or parallel to the plane of 

projection, as for S(3) of Ti2S and S(6) of Ti8s3 . For 

the two structures the metal coordination polyhedra are 

very similar and are characterized by high coordination 

numbers for titanium atoms~ The atoms of both phases are 

well-packed in the sense that neither the Ti2S nor Ti8s3 
structure contains any region where an additional titanium 

or sulfur atom would fit without implying interatomic 

distances substantially shorter than what would be expected 

from chemical considerations. 

Tables 5 and 7 list the interatomic distances for 

Ti8s
3 

and Ti2S, respectively. Reference to these tables 

shows a marked similarity in metal-metal and metal-nonmetal 

distances for the two phases. The similarity. in interatomic 

distances is even more pronounced if one compares only the 
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Table 7. Interatomic distances for Ti2S. All distances 
(T~-Ti) less thari 3.30 ~ are listed 

Central Neighbor Interatomic Number of 
Atom Atom Distance (~) . Bonds 

Ti(l) Ti(6) 3.154 2 
S(3) 2.488 2 

Ti(4) 2.843 2 
Ti{4) 2.952 2 

S(2) 2.525 2 
Ti(5) 3.241 1 

.Ti(2) Ti(4) 2.953 2 
S(3) 2.482 2 

T1(5) 3.049 2 
Ti(3) 2.853 2 
S(l) 2.474 2 
S(2) 2.848 1 

Ti(5) 

T1(3) S(2) 2.438 2 
Ti(2) 2.853 2 
Ti(6) 2.793 2 
T1(6) 2.890 2 
S(i) 2.516 1 

Ti(3). 3.004 1 
Ti(5) 3.071 1 
Ti(l) 3.246 1 

Ti(4) Ti(l) 2.843 2 
Ti(l) 2.952 2 
Ti(2) 2.953 2 
Ti( 5) 2.838 2 

S(3) 2.501 1 
S(2) 2.567 1 
S(l) 2.616 1 

Ti(4) 3.158 1 

T1(5) S(l) 2.490 2 
Ti(4) 2.838 2 

S(2) 2.472 2 
Ti(2) 3.049 2 

S(3) 2.437 1 
Ti(3) 3.071 1 
Ti(6) 3.123 1 
Ti(2) 3.241 1 
Ti(l) 3.241 1 
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Tab.le 7. (.C.ont.inue.d). 

Central Neighbor Interatomii Number of 
Atom . Atom Distance·( ) Bonds 

. Ti ( 6) S(l) 2.528 2 
Ti(3) 2.793 2 
Ti(3) 2.890. 2 
Ti(l) 3.154 2 

S(3) 2.442 1 
S(2) 2.724 1 

Ti(5) 3.123 1 

S(l) T1(2) 2.474 2 
Ti(6) 2.528 2 
Ti(5) 2.490 2 
Ti(3) 2.516 1 
Ti(4) 2.616 1 

S(2) Ti(l) 2.525 2 
Ti(5) 2.472 2 
Ti(3) 2.438 2 
Ti(4) 2.567 1 
Ti(6) 2.724 1 
Ti(2) 2.848 1 

S(3) Ti(l) 2.488 2 
Ti(2) 2.482 2 
Ti(5) 2.437 1 
Ti(6) 2.442 1 
Ti( 4) · 2·. 501 l" 

. ; 
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·distances for those coordination polyhedra which are common 

to both Ti2S and Ti8s
3

. 

The general stru6tural features discussed above which 

are common to Ti 2S and T18s
3 

(capped trigonal prismatic 

coordination of sulfur and atom positions in mirror planes) 

also occur for a large number of other transition metal 

chalcogenide and pnictide phases. The recurrence of similar 

structural features for a variety of different phases 

indicates that Ti 2S and Ti8s
3 

are only two members of a 

la_rgerstructural class. 
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III. STRUCTURAL CLASS 

A. Introduction 

In the context of this discussion a structural class 

is defined as a set of structures with a number of common 

structural features which distinguish them from other phases 

formed with similar stoichiometry and from similar chemical 

components. A considerable portion of this chapter will be 

devoted to a detailed description of the structural features 

which define this class of compounds. In this and the 

following chapters the structural features, their frequency 

of occurrence, their correlation with stoichiometry and 

metallic element, etc., will provide the basis and limitations 

for qualitative bonding models that will be devised to help 

explain the structures of this class of comp~unds. 

B. Structures Forming this Structural Class 

The particular compounds with structures that belong to 

the structural class under consideration are the binary 

transition metal chalcogenides and pnictides. In particular, 

the nonmetal components of the known compounds with structures 

in the class are sulfur, selenium, phosphorous or arsenic. 

The metal~to-nonmetal ratios (Me/X) of the typically 

stoichiometric phases with structures in this class fall in 

the range_ given by 1.0 < Me/X < 3.0. For the phases formed 

from transition elements and the nonmetals discussed above 
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with Me/X ~ 1.0, the structures contain separate metal and 

nonmetal layers, while the structures of this class are 

characterized by the presence of both metal and nonmetal 

atoms within the same layer.· The structural class under 

consideration here will be referred to as a layered class, 

but it is important to note that the layering is not of the 

Me-X-Me-X••• variety found for the more nonmetal-rich 

compounds. 

Furthermore, the structures formed by the transition 

metal chalcogenides and pnictides under consideration where 

Me/X ~ 3.0, i.e., the more metal-rich phases (e.g_., Ta6s, a.

and B-v3s and zr9s2 ) do not contain the unique, short 

crystallographic axis common to the layered class. In 

addition, the predominant metal coordination polyhedra for 

those phases where Me/X ~ 3.0 can be best described in terms 

of Kasper polyhedra (25). 

Transition metal atoms that form the phases of the 

laye~ed class correspond to all three transition series except 

for the Sc, Cu and Zn families. Phases formed from metals in 

these families have structural features quite different than 

those of .this layered class. Of the phases with structures 

that are members of this layered class, the majority contain 

metal atoms from the group IV and VB transition metals. 

Table 8 lists representative compounds with structures 

that are members of the layered structural class, an 

identific~ti6n of the stru~ture-type, space group, laLtice 



Table 8. Structural class 

Lattice Parameters 

Structure· Angstrom Units Degrees Space References 
Type Phase a b c (l f3 y Group 

Ta2P Ta2P 14.1'19 11.552 .· 3. 399 90 90 90 Pnnm 26 
Ti2S 11.367 14.060 3.326 90 90 90 Pnnm 1,27 
Ti2Se 11.77 14.57 3.515 90 90 90 Pnnm 28 

Hf 2P 15.C31 12.258 3~5738 90 90 90 Pnnm 29 
· Ta 2As 14.7680 11.8373 3. 4 696 90 90 90 Pnnm 30 
.zr2s ·12. 46 14.95 3,33 90 90 90 Pnnm 28 
zr2se 12.675 15.78 3.61 90 90 90 Pnnm 28 

Ti8s3 Ti8S
3 

.· 32.69 3.327 19.36 90 139.9 90 C2/m 31, 
This work 

Nb21S8 Nb21S8 16.794 16.794 . .3. 359 90 90 90 I4/m ·32 

Nb14 8 5 Nb14S5 18.4.30 3.374 19.797 90 90 90 Pnma 33 
·ri5Te 4 · Ti

5
Te 4 10.164 10.164 3.772 90 90 90 I4/m 34 

Nb
5
se4 9.8';71 9.871 3.4529 90 90 90 I4/m 35 

Nb 2Se Nb 2Se 13.995 3.4298 9.306 90. 90.04 90 C2/m 36 

Hf 3P2 Hf3P2 . 10.138 3. 57 8 . 9.881 90 90 90 Pnma 37 
l~b 7 P4 Nb 7P4 14.950 J. 440 13 . .848 90 104.74 90 C2/m 38 

Nb 7As 4 15.3716 3.5242 14.1920 90 104.74 90 C2/m 30 
Mb 5P3 Nb 5P3 25.384 3.433 11. 483 90 90 90 Pnma 39 
Nb 8P5 Nb 8P5 26.1998 9 .. 4 652 3.4641 90 90 90 Pb am 40 



Mo 8P
5 Mo 8P5 9.399 3.209 6·. 537 90 109.59 90 Pm 41 

Vl2p7 Vl2p7 9.299 9.299 3.2790 90 90 120 P6 3/m 42 
Fe2P Fe 2P 5.865 5.865 3.456 90 90 120 Pb°2m 43 
Co 2P Co 2P 5.E46 3.513 6.608 90 90 90 Pruna 44 

Ru2P 5.902 3.859 6.896 .90 90 90 Pnma 44 
_Fe 2As Fe2As 3. 627 3.627 5.973 90 90 90 P4/nmm 45 
Nb 4As 3 Nb 4As

3 3.516 14. 660· 18.830 90 90 90 Cmcm 46 
a-V4As 3 3.4139 13.6798 18.0598 90 90 90 Cm cm 47 

cr4As 3 cr4As 3 13.158 3.542 9.302 90 102.19 90 Cm 48 . 

S~V4As 3 13.725 3.393 9.230 90 100.52 90 C2/m 47 
Ylo4 p 3 Mo 4P3 12.428 3.158 20.440 90 90 90 Pnma 49 
Rh4P3 Rh4P3 11.662 3.317 9.994 90 90 90 Pnma 50 \.Jl 

.J::" 
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parameters, and a reference for the structural work. The only 

entries in this table are phases that have been structurally 

well-characterized, i.e., their structure was determined by 

single-crystal techniques or by powder diffraction techniques 

if their structure type had previously been determined. 

C. Physical Properties 

Many of the physical properties of this layered class 

have not been measured using the precise techniques that 

might be desired. However, they do have a rather unique 

combination of _general physical characteristics that make 

them interesting to the physical scientist. These phases 

are refractory with melting points in the range of 1150 to 

approximately 1600°C. Conductivity measurements on arc

melted pellets of certain compounds indicated that these 

phases have electrical conductivity similar to that of the 

corresponding metals. Single crystals of these materials are 

characterized by bright, shiny faces indicative of metallic 

luster. 

The single crystals of these materials are considerably 

more brittle than the corresponding metals. Under pressure 

crystals of these phases shatter into several smaller 

crystallites, while crystals o-f the corresponding metals 

exhibit malleability under the same conditions. Pellets of 

these materials seem to be quite hard. A recent measurement 
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of the hardness of Ta6s was made by Mr. H. B~ker of the Ames 

Laboratory, and his measurement yielded a Rockwell C hardness 

of 75, indicating that Ta6s has a hardness in the range of 

hardened steel. 

D. Common Structural Features 

1. · 'Struct·u·r·a1· compTe.xi'ty 

The structural complexity of the phases which are 

members of the layered class of compounds may best be illus

trated by comparison with the structures of the Me1 . 0x 

phases, where Me represents a·transition metal and x. 

represents one of the group V or VI elements under 

consideration. The typical str~cture types observed for the 

one-to-one compounds are the NaCl, NiAs or MnP structure 

types. Each of these is characterized by relatively small 

lattice parameters, high symmetry space groups, and high 

point symmetry for the metal atom positions in the structure. 

The metal coordination polyhedra correspond to octahedral or 

trigonal antiprismatic arrangements of near neighbors. 

In contrast, the structures such as Ti8s
3

, Nb 14s
5 

or 

Nb
5

P
3 

have a much larger number of atoms in corresponding 

larger unit cells than the 1:1 phases. Space groups of the 

layered class of compounds are usually characterized by 

orthorhombic or lower symmetry. The polyhedra shown in 

Figures 2 and 4 indicate that the .metal coordinations in 
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Ti2S and Ti8s
3 

differ substantially from those found in the 

one-to~one type compounds in both the number and arrangement 

of metal and nonmetal neighbors observed. Whereas the 

octahedral or trigonal antiprismatic arrangement of 

neighboring nonmetal atoms is predominant in the Me1 •0x 
compounds, the layered class of compounds exhibits eight 

different metal coordination polyhedra. In the NaCl or NiAs 

structure type, the interatomic distances from a central 

metal atom to its six nearest neighbor nonmetal atoms are 

the same. Interatomic distances to near neighbors in the 

layered class of compounds are characterized by their 

variation in bond length. 

2. Two la"yers· of ·atom p·ositions 

The layered class of compounds is characterized by three 

clbsely related structural features. Table 8 illustrates 

that each phase is characterized by a crystallographic axis 

of approximat_ely 3. 4 ft. By contrast, the other crystal lo-

. graphic axes are normally much larger, where the greatest 

difference in axial length occurs for the Ti8s
3 

structure. 

For each of the structures in the layered class, all of 

the atoms occur in one of two planes which are perpendicular 

to the short axis. For most of the structures listed in 

Table 8, the arrangement of atoms in the two distinct layers 

is very closely related. Although a wide variety of symmetry 

elements are inherent in the space groups for the structures 
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listed, the most common is the presence of an inversion 

center midway between the layers of atoms (ignoring the 

mirror plane discu~se~ above). A second, somewhat less common 

symmetry element that relates the atom positions of one plane 

with the second plane is a c-centering operation. The 

presence of symmetry elements such as c-centering or inversion 

in the space group mean that the positioning of atoms in the · 

two layers are not independent, but rather; the relative 

positions of atoms in each distinct layer is the same, except 

for a change in orientation of the two layers. or the known 

examples, only the Nb 8P
5

, Mo8P
5 

and Fe2P structure types do 

not exhibit this close relationship between the two layers~ 

In each of the metal-rich layered structure types 

there is a mirror plane coincident with the two layers of 

atoms. The close relationship between these three structural 

features, a short axis, two distinct layers of atoms, and a 

mirror plane coincident with the layers of atoms can be seen 

in the following way. An axis perpendicular to the planes of 

atom positions and s~bstantially longer than 3.4 ~ would imply 

the presence of at least a third layer of atoms an4 the loss 

of a mirror plane in at least one of the atom layers. 

Conversely, if a mirror plane were not coincident with a 

particular atom layer, the atom positions would no longer be 

confined to.planes, and, furthermore, atom positions above 

and below an appro~imate layer, should one exist, would be 
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different, implying a larger repeat distance for the unit 

cell in the direction perpendicular to the layers of atoms. 

In the discussion of the metal-rich layered structure types 

in terms of a qualitative bonding model that follows, an 

attempt will be made to use the presence of a mirror plane 

coincident with the atom layers as a restraint upon the 

symmetries of the interactions between neighboring atoms. 

3. Nonmetal' c·oordina t ion polyhedron 

/ 

" 

The predominant structural feature of the phases which. 

are members of this layered class is the presence of capped 

trigonal-prismatic coordination for the nonmetal. atom. The 

description .of the metal coordination polyhedra that follows 

will illustrate the strong .contrast between the metal atom, 

with the ability to form several different coordination 

polyhedra, and the nonmetal, which normally exists only the 

capped trigonal-prismatic~coordination polyhedron. This 

contrast has suggested to a number of investigators that the 

key to understanding the chemical bonding in the layered type 

of compounds centers on understanding the role of the 

trigonal prism in the structures. 

The significance of the trigonal prismatic coordination 

polyhedron has been discussed in several papers by Conard 

(1) and Franzen (51). Their discussion offers an explanation 

for the observed high c9ordination number ·or the nonmetal; 

(six to nine metal atoms as near neighbors) which is also 
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consistent with the observed physical properties of the 

corresponding phases. Other investigators, such as Aronsson, 

Lundstrom and Rundqvist (52), Hassler (39), and Lundstrom 

(37), emphasized the importance of the trigonal prism as a 

structural feature by describing the different structures in 

terms of differences in interconnections among the trigonal 

prisms. For the Nb 2Se and Nb 5se4 structures the nonmetal 

coordination polyhedra, though not trigonal prismatic, are 

very closely related to trigonal prismatic coordination. For 

these two phases, the nonmetal coordination has been 

described by Conard, Norrby and Franzen (36) as incomplete 

trigonal prismatic where six of the seven atoms of a mono

capped trigonal prism are present. The Nb 4As
3 

structure 

type is the only member of the layered class of compounds for 

which one nonmetal atom position exhibits a coordination 

polyhedron other than trigonal prismatic or a fragment 

thereof. 

The presence of the trigonal prismatic coordination 

polyhedra in these structure types is clearly important. 

Consideration of the trigonal prism places the emphasis on 

the contribution of the nonmetal atom to the formation of the 

Me-X bonds. The remainder of this thesis Will be concerned 

with the same Me-X bonds,· but the emphasis will be ~hifted .to 

the role that the metal atom might play in their formation. 

The structures under consideration here all contain more 

or less capped trigonal prismatic partial coordination 
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polyhedra for the nonmetal atoms. The viewpoint adopted here 

is that it is the role of the metal bonding contribution that 

determines the physical packing of the nonmetal P.C.P. and 

thus, the differences in the different structure types under 

discussion. 

4. Metal ·co"ordTn·atTon pol'yhedra 

Before considering the nature of the metal coordination 

polyhedra found in· this class of compounds, it will.be 

important to consider in some detail what is meant by a 

coordination polyhedron. Typically, the coordination poly

hedron of an atom is a pure geometrical concept and is 

defined as the three-dimensional arrangement of neighboring 

atoms about a central atom. Ideally, a coordination poly

hedron would include those neighboring atoms which exhibit 

significant chemical interaction with the central atom o~ the 

polyhedron. For an isolated molecule, such as gaseous cc14, 

the coordination polyhedron about the carbon atom is well

defined. The tetrahedr~l arrangement of four chlorine atoms 

represents the strong sigma bonds of the molecule, and the 

chemist feels comfortable in thinking that the interaction 

between carbon and chlorine electrons takes the form of 

tetrahedrally arranged C-Cl chemical bonds. 

In the solid, however, a portion of the electron density 

is known to be delocalized over the entire crystal. The 

implication of this fact is that the chemical interaction 
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between a central atom and its neighbors will not be limited 

to a small number of atoms. Intuitively, however, the degree 

of bonding or chemical interaction between two atoms is 

expected to depend
1
upon the distance between a central atom 

and its neighbors. The identification of a certain group of 

atom positions as forming the coordination polyhedron for a 

particular central atom still requires that choices be made 

if one wishes to specify those atoms that form the strongest 

chemical bonds to the central atom. The choice of atoms 

forming a significant partial coordination polyhedron on the 

basis of an assumed interaction criterion will not imply that 

only the chosen atoms form chemical bonds to the central atom. 

Rather, it is the intent to select the partial coordination 

polyhedron on the basis that evidence, principally 

structural, pro~ides an indication that the degree of 

chemical interaction can b~ expected to be greater for these 

_polyhedral atoms. 

Figure 5 represents a projection of the eight metal 

partial coordination polyhedra found in the layered class of 

compounds. Each partial _polyhedron is labeled with a Roman 

numeral, I through VIII, which will be used throughout the 

subsequent discussion to identify the individual polyhedra.· 

Table 9 represents the frequency of occurrence of each type 

of partial polyhedron in the structures of the metal-rich 

lay~red class and indicates the particular phases where each 

polyhedron occur~. 
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Table 9. Freq~ency of occurrence of metal Partial Coordination Polyhedra (P.C.P.) 
in the structures of the layered ~lass 

Metal 
P.C.P. 

I 

II 

III 

.IV 

N~mber of Independent Atom Structure Types Where the 
Positions with this Type P~C.P. Occur 
of P.G.P. 

20 
(16.5%) 

29 
(24.0%) 

3 
(2.5%) 

17 
(14.1%) 

cr4As
3

, Nb 2Se, T12S(Ta2P), 

Ti8s
3

, Nb
7

P4, Nb 8P
5

, 

Nb
5

P 
3

, Nb 2s 8 , Nb14 s
5

, 

Nb 4As
3

, Nb 5se4 

cr 4As
3

, Ti2S(Ta2P),. Ti8s
3

, 

Nb
7

P4 , Nb 8P
5

, Nb
5

P
3

, 

Nb21S8, Nb14s5, Nb 4As
3 

Nbl7S5 and Mo 8P
5 

Nb 2Se, v12P7, F'e 2P, C0 2P, 

Fe 2As, Ti2S(Ta2P), TiaS3, 

Nb
7

P4, Nb
5

P 
3

, Nb 2s 8 , 

Nb14S5.,. Mo8P5 

Stoichiometry 
Range 

1.25 .s_ Me/X < .2. 8 -. 

1.33 < Me/X < 2.80 - -

1. 60 .s_ Me/X < 2.80 -

1.60 .<:,, Me/X < 2.80 -



v 9· Vl2p7' Ti9S3, Rh4P3 1.33 < Me/X ~ 2.67 
( 6·. 6%) 

VI 22 cr4As 3, Nb 2Se, Hf 3P2, 1.25 < Me/X < 2.80 
(18.2%) 

Ti2S(Ta2P), Nb 7P4, Nb
5

P
3

, 

Nb9P5, Nbl4S5, Mo 4P3, 

Nb 4As
3

, Mo8P
5

, Nb
5
se4 

VII 13 Nb 2Se, Hf 3P2, Ti 2S(Ta2P), 1.60 < Me/X < 2.80 
(10.7%) 

Ti8s
3

, Nb5P3, Nb 8P5,. 

Nb213 8' l\1bl43 5' Mo 4P3 °' \Jl 

VIII 13 cr4As 3, Mo 4P3, Nb 4As 3 Me/X = 1.33 
(5.8%) 

Other· Partially filled Nb 8P5(Nb 4) and Mo 4P3(Mo
3

) 1.33 < Me/X < 1.60 
atom positions -

( 1. 7%) 

Total 
Number: . 121 
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Unit I represents the arrangement of eight metal atoms 

about a central atom and is often referred to as the.cubic 

partial coordination polyhedron (P.C.P.) (partial because the 

atoms off the faces of the cube have not been included in 

Figure 5 -- this exclusion of some capping atoms is 

continued throughout). 

Unit IV is closely related to unit I and can be described 

in terms of unit I as the replacement of a Me-Me edge of the 

cube by an x~x edge. 

Unit II is the most commonly occurring metal P.C.P. 

having been observed for 24% of the metal atoms in the 

layered phases. Unit. II can be described in two different 

ways. The arrangement of ten metal and nonmetal neighbors 

can be approximated by a pentagonal prism. An alternate 

method of description involves separation of the metal and 

nonmetal neighbors. Six metal atoms are arranged in the form 

of a distorted trigonal prismatic P.C.P. while the nonmetal 

atoms occur in a distorted square planar or square pyramidal 

P.C.P. 

The arrangement of atoms in unit III is very similar 

to unit II where one of the X-X edges of P.C.P. II has been 

replaced by a Me-Me edge in unit III. This particular 

polyhedron has only been observed for the Mo8P
5 

and Nb14 s
5 

structure types. 

Unit V is also very s.imilar to unit II in the arrange

ment of neighboring atoms. In both units there is no 
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difference in the number or orientation of the nonmetal 

atoms of the polyhedron. In unit II the trigonal prismatic 

arrangement of six metal atoms occurs with the prism axis 

perpendicular to the plane of projection, while in unit V 

the trigonal prismatic arrangement. of metal atoms occurs with 

its prism axis parallel to the plane of the drawing. 

The predominant feature of unit VIII is the arrangement 

of six nonmetal atoms in the form of a distorted octahedron. 

There are also (not shown) two to four additional metal atoms 

which occur at distances corresponding to the metal-metal 

interatomic distances of the polyhedra already described. 

Since the arrangement of these metal atoms off the faces and. 

edges of the octahedron varies for the different phases where 

unit VIII occurs, their position (as with some capping atoms 

in units I-VII.). is not specified in Figure 5. So far, this 

particular unit has only been observed for some of the Me4X 3 
phases. 

The arrangement of nonmetal atoms in unit VI is very 

isimila.r· to the distorted octahedral arrangement of X atoms 

in VIII. One of the X corners in unit VIII has been replaced 

by an Me-Me edge in unit VI. The orientation of the five 

remaining X atoms in unit VI is the same as in unit VIII. 

The metal atom represented. by a. dot enclosed in a circle was 

included as part ·of the P.C.P •. here, because its distance to 

the central atom ls less than qr equal to the interatomic 
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distances from the central atom to the other metal neighbors 

depicted. in the figure. 

Unit VII can be described in terms of either unit IV or 

unit VI. Its similarity to unit VI can be expressed as the 

replacement of one X-X edge of unit VI by a Me-Me edge to 

form unit VII. The similarity to unit IV can be pictured as 

an expansion of one cube face formed by the X-X edge and 

adjacent Me-Me edge to allow closer approach to the central 

atom of the metal and nonmetal atom in the same plane as the 

central atom. 
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IV. STRUCTURAL ASPECTS OF THE 

METAL P.C.P. 

Thus far, the description of the metal P.C.P. and the 

earlier description of the Ti2S and Ti8s
3 

structures in terms 

of these P.C.P. have emphasized one of the key structural 

features of this layered class of compounds. The structure 

of any phase in this class is closely related to how the 

metal P.C.P. pack to fill space. Each of the structures 

under discussion .here can be completely described in terms of 

face, corner, and edge sharing of the metal P.C.P. 

Alternately, each structure might be described in terms of 

networks of interconnected trigonal prismatic P.C.P. of the 

nonmetal atoms if one also allows space filling by metal 

atoms between the var~ous trigonal prisms. This is the basic 

approach used b~ Aro~sson, Lundstrom and Rundqvist (52) in 

discussing the structures of phosphides in this class. The 

approach of the Upsala school emphasizes the space filling 

oboerved foi most uf these structure types. 

The attempt to analyze the structures in the metal-rich 

layered class in terms of the metal P.C.P. rests upon the 

following assumptions: 1) that the capped trigonal-pr~smatic 

coordinatipn polyhedra of the nonmetal atoms are in all cases 

compatible with the metal P.C!P. (observed to be the case .for 

a. wide variety of structures), and. 2) that among the factors 

leading to the stability of an observed structure-type for a 
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given stoichiometry and metal element, the differences in the 

coordination polyhedra of the nonmetal atoms (principally in 

the number of capping atoms) are unimportant relative to the 

differences in the metal P.C.P. 

In viewing these structure types as the packing of metal 

partial coordination polyhedra, there are several aspects of 

the individual polyhedra that should be noted. Some of these 

aspects will be important, as they suggest certain limits 

for any qualitative description of the role that the metal 

may play in forming the Me-X bonds present in each structure. 

Other aspects are important for a better understanding of 

the structural similarities and differences between different 

structure types. 

A. A Relationship Between th~ 

Me and x P.C.P. 

There are certain metal P.C.P., illustrated in Figure 6, 

that occur in known structure types of the metal-rich layered 

class only in conjunction with a nonmetal trigonal prism 

P.C.P. of particular orientation. Figure 6 shows the 

orientations of the nonmetal atom trigonal prismatic P.C.P. 

in the cases of linkage to units VI, VII and IV. For units 

VI and VII, the two trigonal prisms of different orientation 

share edges. The remaining nonmetal atom of unit VI is 

trigonal prismatic but occurs with its axis either 
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(solid lines) 
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perpendicular to the plane of the figure, as for Ti(5) of 

Ti2S, or parallel to the plane of the figure, as for Hf(2) 

in the Hf 3P2 structure. 

The relationship between the occurrence of units IV, VI 

and VII and the prism orientation is important for several 

reasons. First, it emphasizes the partial structural 

determining nature of the metal coordination polyhedra and 

their linkages. That is, if the known structures are con

sidered to provide all possible examples of interpenetrating 

P.C.P. linkages, the coordination polyhedra about an atom in 

one layer provides limits for the possible coordination 

polyhedra of atoms in the second .layer. Second, the 

relationship between units VI and VII together with their 

interpenetrating trigonal prisms suggests a possible approach 

to solving an unknown structure which is believed to belong 

to the metal-rich layered class. This possibility is 

considered iri greater detail in Chapter VI. 

The coordination polyhedra VI and VII have in common 

linkages to nonmetal trigonal prismatic P.C.P. with axes 

parallel to the plane of atomic positions, while unit IV 

occurs only with a prism having .its axis perpendicular to 

the atom plane. The lack of occurrence of unit IV linked 

with a.nonmetal P.C.P. of parallel axis suggests one possible 

effect of packing consider~tions on the choice of coordi

nation polyhedra. Figure 6(c) indicates the hypothetical 
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case of a parallel prism interpenetrating unit IV. Arrows 

indicate two metal atoms which would have an interatomic 

distance corresponding to expected repulsive interaction 

between the two atoms. Any attempt to change the orientation 

tif the trigonal prism relative to unit IV by a rotationj 

represented by the curved arrow in the drawing, would 

oecrease the repulsive overlap of the metal atoms indicated 

by the two arrows, but only at the expense of increasing the 

repulsive overlap between atoms 1 and 2. 

B. Packing of the Metal P.C.P. 

The drawings presented above in Figures 3 and 4 

representing the Ti2S and Ti8s3 structures illustrate two 

ways that the metal P.C.P. pack to form a stable structure. 

An obvious question that arises from considering the various 

structure types in terms of the pa~king of metal P.C.P. 

concerns the number of possible structures that can be formed 

by linking the coordination polyhedra in different ways. 

In th~ comparison of the Nb14s5 and Nb 21s8 structures which 

follows their similarity will be emphasized by showing that 

they both have a common structural unit of appreciable size 

(24 P.C.P.), i~e., the structural unit consists of several 

Me and X P.C.P. sharing face~, edges, and corners in a 

particular manner. The significance of the recurrence of 

this particula~ structural unit in different structure types 
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can only be appreciated in light of the large number of 

different units that would be possible based solely on 

packing considerations. 

The number of possible structures implied by different 

linkings of the metal P.C.P. rapidly becomes very large, as 

can be seen by the following simple approach. A typical 

question to be answered is, "In the case of the most 

commonly occurring metal P.C.P., unit II, how many different 

ways can all eight of the polyhedra share faces with unit 

II?" Unit II ha~ five faces, four of which contain both 

metal and nonmetal atoms and one face formed by four metal 

atoms. A second coordination polyhedron can share a face 

with unit II only if it has a face with a similar 

orientation of atoms as a face of unit II. For example, 

(Figure 5) units I and VIII cannot share a metal-nonmetal 

face with unit II since neither has a polyhedral face formed 

by two metal and .two nonmetal atoms, Two P.C.P. of type II 

can share metal-nonmetal faces in only two different ways. 

Despite the fact that unit II has four faces of the same 

type, only two combinations of face sharing P.C.P. will 

yield distinct arrangements of atoms. Similar considerations 

were applied to all eight of the metal coordination polyhedra. 

There are ten possible ways that each of the four Me-X faces 

of unit II can share a face with the eight metal P.C.P., 

yielding a total of 40 different possibiiities (ignoring 
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interferences between the linked P.C.P.). Similarly, there 

are ten ways the P.C.P. can share the single Me-Me face of 

unit II, for a total of 50 different orientations of the 

eight P.C.P. for the five faces of unit II (again ignoring 

interferences). 

The same considerations can be extended to each of the 

five. P.C.P. which share one of their faces with unit II. 

Assume that each of the five units has an average of three 

remaining faces not shared with unit II, which can in turn 

share faces with other metal P.C.P. For unit II both types 

of faces (all metal or metal and nonmetal) implied ten 

possible ways of sharing faces with the eight P.C.P. Similar 

consideration for the 15 faces to be shared now would 

indicate roughly 150 possible ways of orienting the 15 

metal P.C.P. Combining the 50 ways of orienting five metal 

P.C.P. about unit II with the 150 ways of orienting the next 

15 P.C.P. yields roughly 7,500 different possible structural 

units. 

Similar considerations for a different choice of the 

starting P.C.P., other than unit II, yield a similar number 

of different units which can be formed by 20 P.C.P. In 

effect, there are approximately 5000 different ways that 

20 P.C.P. could pack when only space filling restrictions 

are consider.ed. The recurrenc·e of large, identical 

structural units in two different structure types suggests 
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th~ some criteria other than space filling considerations 

are needed to explain the recurrence of large structural 

units in different structures. It is the point of view 

adopted here that the recurrence of such units is not only 

related to the nearest neighbor chemical bonding inter

actions, but that differences in packing of these larger 

units and differences between similar units illustrate the 

similarities and differences in chemical interactions for 

different chemical systems. 

It should be emphasized that by specifying the nature 

of the P.C.P. that share faces with one of the eight 

coordination polyhedra, the polyhedra of a large number of 

atoms centered in the second layer of atoms have. also been 

specified. In the Ti2S and Ti8s3 structures there are a 

total of six metal positions that have polyhedra of type I. 

Reference to Figure 7 indicates that the arrangement of poly

hedra that share faces, edges, and corners ·with unit I is 

different for each of the six atom positions with P.C.P. of 

type I. Once these polyhedra are specified (solid lines), 

the polyhedra of those metal atoms which form the cubic 

arrangement of atoms in unit I are also specified (broken 

lines). It is the interdependence of the packing of the 

P.C.P. in the two layers of atoms that emphasizes the three 

dimensional nature of the compounds in this structural 

class. 
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In viewing the structures of this class in terms of the 

packing of metal and nonmetal P.C.P. it is important to keep 

in mind the interdependence of the P.C.P. of any atom 

position with the type of P.C.P. of its neighboring atom 

positions. In a larger sense, it is this interdependence 

that emphasizes the long range interaction between atoms in 

the structures of the layered class. If the occurrence of a 

particular P.C.P. is in part dependent upon the nature of the 

P.C.P. of its near neighbors, then the P.C.P. of these near 

neighbors is in turn dependent upon the P.C.P. of their near 

neighbors, s·ome .of which will be second near .neighbors for the 

original atom. This type of approach is obviously not 

limited to second near neighbor interaction but qualitatively 

extends throughout the entire structure. The long range 

interaction between atoms can thus be thought of in terms of 

the interdependence between the various P.C.P. forming a 

particular structure type. 

C. Me-X Bonds in P.c.r. I through VIII 

If the metal partial coordination polyhedra illustrated 

in Figure 5 above are separated into their Me-Me and Me-X 

components, the P.C.P. can be ulassified in ter~s of the 

number and orientation of nonmetal neighbors. Figure 8 

illustrates the position of the nonmetal atoms for all eight 

of the metal P.C.P .. except unit I. In each of the figures 

the solid line,s reprP.:=1ent the.number of Me-X inLeratom1c 
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vectors where two lines from the central atom to a nonmetal 

(X) represents two separate vectors _to nonmetal atoms above 

and below the plane of the central metal atom. For four Me-X 

vectors, units II and V have the same orientation of the four 

vectors despite a difference in orientation of metal 

neighbors. Units III and IV differ in both the number and 

orientation of metal atoms in the P.C.P., as can be seen in 

Figure 5 above. 

Figure 8 illustrates that the number and orientation of 

the Me-X vectors for P.C.P. II through VII can be described 

in terms of the arrangement of Me-X vectors of the octa

hedral coordination polyhedron, unit VIII. This drawing 

illustrates two interesting points. If a metal P.C.P, 

contains .less than six metal-nonmetal vectors, then the 

corresponding orientation of Me-X bonds for the central atom 

can be described as part of the octahedral orientation of 

vectors seen in unit VIII. The second point concerns the 

fact that for 19 different structure types which have 99 

independent metal atoms whose polyhedra contain nonmetal 

atoms, never does the arrangement of X atoms differ from 

those shown in Figure 8 (unless capping atoms are included). 

There are certainly other possible arrangements of vectors 

from metal to nonmetal atoms with between five and two non

metal neighbors that would be compatible with the features 

of this structural class, but they have not yet been 

observed. 
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The similarity between the orientation of the Me-X 

vectors for P.C.P. II through VII and the Me-X vectors of 

unit VIII raises questions concerning a possible relationship 

between the bonding in unit VIII and the bonding in the other 

P.C.P. In the discussion that follows; a possible bonding 

scheme will.be presented to account for the octahedral 

arrangement .of X atoms in P.C.P. VIII, and this scheme will 

later be applied to the Me-X bonds of the other partial 

coordination polyhedra. 

D. ·The Same P.C.P. for Different Metals 

Table 9 lists the various structure types for which each 

of the individual coordination polyhedra occurs. Units I, 

II, IV, VI, and VII all occur for several different structure 

types with a wide range of stoichiometry and for a wide 

variety of metal-nonmetal systems. For example, unit II 

occurs for the cr4As
3

, Ta2P, Ti8s3 , Nb 7P4, Nb 8P5, Nb 5P3 , 

Nb 21s8 , Nb14s
5

, Nb 4As 3, Hf 3P2 , v12P7 , Fe 2P, Co 2P, Fe 2As, 

Mo 4P3 and Mo 8P5 structure types. The viewpoint adopted here 

is that a qualitative bonding model that is developed with 

the purpose of enhanced understanding of the structures of 

this class should account in some way for the recurrence of 

the specific coordination polyhedra, despite differences in 

the nature of the various.metal atoms, 1.e., differences in 

size, number of elec~rons, electronic configuration, etc. 
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From a slightly different point of view, each particular 

type of polyhedron can be thought of as requiring a certain 

arrangement of effective bonding directions before the unit 

can occur. The chemist norrpally would associate a specific 

arrangement of atoms or bonds with some particular bond 

character of the central atom. Since several different 

metals form the same arrangement of bonds to neighbor atoms, 

the question to be considered is what is the bond character 

or tendency of forming chemical bonds that is common to the 

different metals. 

E. Different P.C.P. for the Same Metal 

Most of the transition metals that combine to form 

binary phases which belong to the layered structural class 

are capable of forming a wide variety of metal P.C.P. for a 

given structure type. For example, the P.C.P. of titanium. 

in the Ti8s3 structure can be represented by units I(5), 

II(3), IV(3), V(3), and VII(2), where the numbers in 

parentheses represent the number of different independent 

titanium positions that have the corresponding type of 

P.C.P. Using the same notation, niobium positions in 

Nb 14s5 can be represented by I(4), II(2), III(l), IV(3), 

VI(l), and VII(3). The listing of ::>tructure types and the 

polyhedra in Tables 8 and 9 further substantiates the fact 

that many of the metals are capable of forming several 

different metal coordination polyhedra. 
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A metal atom that forms P.C.P. as different as units I 

and VIII shows considerable flexibility in the formation of 

its chemical bonds. One question raised he~e conc~rns the 

nature of the metal atom that allows this flexibility in 

the formation of its bonds. 

F. Occurrence of the Me P.C.P. 

and the Me/X Ratio 

As emphasized above, the comparison of the structures 

of the layered class .under consideration involves the 

comparison of the various building blocks or polyhedra that 

combine to form the structures. Since the various P.C.P. 

differ in the number of their metal and nonmetal atoms, it 

is natural to ask if there is a correlation between the 

stoichiometry of a particular phase and the ratio of the 

number of metal and nonmetal atoms of the various coordi-

nation polyhedra observed for the phase. Table 9 indicates 

the stoichiometry range over which the various metal 

coordination pulyhedra occur. There is certainly a not 

unexpected general trend that those polyhedra containing a 

relatively large number of metal atoms often occur in the 

more metal rich phases, such as Nb 21s8, Nb14s5, and Tias3, 

while P.C.P., such as VIII and VI~ are found in phases with 

relatively low Me/X ratios, such as Mo8P
5

, Nb 8P
5 

and the 

Me4x3 phases. What is interesting is· the occurrence of 

_ _..... 
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unit I in the structures of the compounds Me 4x
3

, Nb
5
se 4, etc. 

with low Me/X ratios, and the occurrence of unit VI (with 

five nonmetal neighbors) in the Nb 14s
5 

structure. These 

cases indicate that the occurrence of the different Me P.C.P. 

in a compound depends on other factors rather than solely 

on the Me/X ratio. 
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V. PARTIAL COORDINATJON POLYHEDRA 

AND INTERATOMIC DISTANCES 

A. Introduction 

In the discussion of the polyhedra that occur for phases 

in the layered class of compounds reference was made to a 

very important characteristic of the polyhedra which requires 

expansion here. This characteristic is the variation in the 

interatomic distances between a central atom and the atoms 

forming the coordination polyhedron. This ,variation in 

interatomic distances will be illustrated for units II, IV 

and the trigonal prisms which occur for phases in the Nb-S, 

Nb~P and Ti-S systems. These systems will illustrate trends 

that are true for all of the phases in the layered class. 

The large number of structure types precludes listing the 

interatomic distances for all of the individual phases 

forming this layered structural cla~s. 

There are certain trends based on differences in the 

interatomic distances that hold despite changes in structure 

type, Me/X ratio and nature of the Me-X system. These trends 

suggest possible differences in the chemical bonds involved, 

and an attempt will be mo.de in Section VII. E., below, to 

correlate suggested chemical differences.with a qualitative 

bonding model. 

It should be noted that differences in bond angles for 

the various P.C.P. were never directly compared. It was noted 
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in superimposing drawings of different structure types that 

the geometries of given polyhedra did vary, but the reasons 

for such variations will not be pursued further. 

B. Variation in Interatomic Distances 

1. Metal partial coordination polyhedra 

Tables 10 and 11 list the interatomic distances for the 

two metal P.C.P. which are illustrated in Figure 9. The 

numbering of atoms in this figure corresponds to the column 
~ 

headings of Tables ·10 and 11. For unit IV the only comparison 

that will be made is between the three metal-metal inter-. . 

atomic distances listed in the last three columns of Table 

10. For unit II the Me-X interatomic distances listed in the 

columns corresponding to atom 1 and 2 of Table 11 should be 

compared and the Me-Me distances in the columns headed by 

atom 3, 4, and 5 should be compared . 

. The comparison of interatomic distances such as those 

listed in these two tables is subject to certain limitations. 

In the discussion that follows, the Me-Me bond lengths and 

Me-X bond lengths will not be compared, and bond lengths 

will not be compared for the different metal-nonmetal 

systems. 

The second entry fur each of the columns in Tables .10 

and 11 is the Pauling bond order corresponding to the inter-

atomic distance listed in the same column. These bond orders 





Tiible 11. Variability. of .interatomic distances ( jl) for P. C. P .. II 

Atom Number 
Phase Number of 

Central Atom ·1 2 3 . 4 5 

Ti2S Ti(l) 2.525/.54 2.488/.62 3.154/.14 2.843/.47 2.952/.31 
Ti2S Ti(2) 2.lt74/.66 2.482/.64 2.953/.31 3.049/.22 2.853/.46 
Ti8s3 Ti(4) 2.q901.62 2.488/.62 3.120/.16 2.943/.32 2.938/.33 
Ti8s3 Ti·( 12) 2.535/.52 2.544/.50 2.930/.34. 2.910/.37 2.960/.30 
Ti8s3 T:..(16) 2.532/.52 2.521/.55 2.995/.26 2.942/.32 . 3. 202/ .12 

mean Ti-S = 2.508 mean Ti-Ti =. 2.983 
a = 0.026 a = 0.104 

co 
Nb 8P5 Nt (2) 2.520/.74 2.519/.74 3.1.91/.15 2.990/.31 3.144/.17 co 

Nb 8P5 Nb ( 3) 2.495/.82 2.503/.79 3.067/.23 3.044/.25 3.188/.14 

Nb 5P3 Nb(2) 2.628/.49 2.574/.49 2.934/.38 3.243/.12 2.848/.53 
Nb 5P3 Nb ( 5) 2.600/.54 2.530/.71 3.022/.27 3.118/.19 3.114/.19 
Nb 5P3 Nb(9) 2.551/.66 2.596/.55 3.205/.13 2.967/.33 3.158/.16 
Nb 5P3 Nb(lO) 2.555/.65 2.656/.44 3.075;.22 3.109/.19 3.0201.21 
Nb 7P4 Nb(3) 2.611/.52 2.579/.59 2.918/.40 3.215/.13 2.894/.44 

Nb 7P4 Nb( 6) 2.601/.54 . 2. 566/. 62 3.078/.22 3.063/.23 3.160/.16 
Nb

7
P4 Nb(8) 2.5tl/.59 2.632/.48 3.061/.23 2.980/.32 3.243/.12 

mean Nb-P = 2.572 . mean Nb-Nb = 3. 076 . 
a = 0.046 a = 0.108 
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were calculated using Pauling's empirical bond order-bond 

distance formula (53) 

D(n) = D(l) - 0.600 log n 

In this equation, n corresponds to the bond order, D(n) is 

the interatomic distance, and D(l) = R(l)M + R(l)M x· e e or 

The values used for R(l) were Pauling's single bond radii. 

(16) 

The Pauling bond orders are included in the tables to 

accentuate the approximately· exponential dependence of bond 

strength on the difference in bond length. The actual 

numbers for the various bond orders will not be considered · 

to have significance in the following d_iscussion. 

In considering the interatomic distances of Tables 10 

and 11, a ·question can be ra~sed concerriing how large a 

difference in interatomic distances must be before it 

corresponds to a chemically significant difference in bond 

strength. Chemical intuition suggests that, given a 

particular configuration of atoms, the bonding interaction 

between two atoms should hA dependent upon the interatomic 

distance between those atoms. Similarly, the larger the 

difference in two interatomic distances, the greater the 

likelihood that the two qistances will correspond to a 

difference in the strength of the chemical bond. 

In Table 10 the three independent metal .atom positions 

in unit J.V for the Ti-S system have a minimum Ti-Ti inter

atomic distance of 2.767 jl and a maximum of 2.960 i. The 
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0 
difference between these values of 0.193 A suggests that 

there may be significant differences in the strength of these 

two chemical bonds. A general survey of Table 10 indicates 

that the various Me-Me bond lengths for unit IV in Ti2S and 

Ti8s3 exhibit considerable variability between the two 

extreme values. The difference in standard deviation, 

0.060 X for Ti-Ti and 0.020 X for Ti-S interatomic distances, 

accentuates the larger variation in Ti-Ti bond lengths of 

P.C.P. IV. Similar· variation in the Me-Me bond distances for 

P.C.P. II can be seen in Table 11. For both the Ti-S and 

Nb-P system the standard deviation of the Me-Me bond 

distances is substantially greater than the standard deviation 

of the Me-X bonds. Comparison of a values for Me-Me distances 

in unit II and IV indicates that the variability in Me-Me 

bonds in substantially greater in unit II than in unit IV. 

The trends illustrate_d by P. C. P. II and IV in the Ti-S. 

and Nb-P systems, i·.e., the greater variability of Me-Me 

bond distances relative to the Me-X distances and differences 

in Me-Me bond yariability for different types of P.C.P., are 

characteristics that are common to each type of P.C.P. and 

common for the different metal-nonmetal systems which form 

otructures ln the layered class. It is the greater 

variability in Me-Me bond lengths relative to the Me-X bond 

lengths in. a metal P.C.P. which suggests the separation of 

metal bonding contribution between Me-X and Me-Me bonds 



discussed above. This separation is based upon the contention 

that the relatively fixed Me-X bonding contribution of the 

metal is more important than the relatively variable Me-Me 

bonding contribution. 

2. Trigonal p·risrnatic partial coordi·nation polyhedra 

Figure 10 indicates the numbering system for the 

independent atom positions for both the parallel and perpen

dicular orientations of the trigonal prism. This numbering 

system is used to identify each of the X-Me bonds in Table 12. 

For the trigonal prism with axis perpendicular to the plane of 

projection in Figure lO(a), atoms 1, 2, and 3 represent the 

six atoms forming the prism, while atoms 4 and 5 represent the 

two capping atoms off the faces of .the prism which have the 

shortest interatomic distance to the central nonmetal atom. 

Atoms 1, 2, 3, and 4 correspond to the six atoms that form 

the trigonal prism with axis parallel to the projections plane 

of the figure, while atom 5 corresponds to the single capping 

atom found for prisms with this n~ientation. 

The data in the table indicate that the variation in 

bond distances found for unit II and rJ' is also evident for 

the trigonal prism .. Here the differences in Me-X bond lengths 

are larger _than observed. for the Me-X bond lengths of unit II 

above. The mean interatomic distances in the table indicate 

that the distarice to capping atoms of the perpendicular prism 

often differ substantially from the di~tance to the six atoms 
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Table 12. . Me..;..X. intera tcmic. distances . f.or the. trigonal prism . 

Interatotriic distance CA) and bond or·der to: 

Phase Prism Central Atom Atom Atom Atom Atom Atom 
Orientation Atom 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Ti S perpendicular S(l) 2.474 2.490 2.528 2.516 2.616 2 .66 0.62 0.53 0.56 0.38 
Ti2S perpendicular S(2) 2.438 2.472 2.525 2.567 2.724 2.848 

0~·75 0.66 0.54 o.46 0.25 .156 
Ti,8s 3 perpendicular . S(l) 2.535 2.541 2.554 2.560 2.586 

0.52 0.51 o.48 o.47 0.43 
Ti8s3 perpendicular S(2) 2.489 2.533 ·2.544 2.529 2.603 

0.62· 0.52 0.50 0.53 o.4o 
Ti8s3 perpendicular S(3) 2.509 2.513 2.521 2.520 2.605 

0.57 0.56 0 .55 0.55 o.4o 
Ti8s3 perpendicular S(4) 2.454 2.460 2.488 2.574 2.574 3.032 

0.71 0.69 0.62 0.45 0.44 .08 
Ti8s3 perpendicular S(5) 2.486 2.497 2.520 2.520 2.591 

o.63 0.60 0.55 0.55 o.42 

mean Ti-S 2.503 2.623 

Ti8s3 I=arallel S(6) 2.418 2.499 2.490 2.532 2.563 
0.81 0.60 0.62 0.52 0. 47· 

Ti2S parallel S(3) 2.437 2.442 2.482 2.488 2.561 
0.76 0.74 0.64 0.62 0.59 

mean Ti-S 2.449 2.520 



--
P(l) 2.566 2.611 Nb7P4 perpendicular 2.523 2.671 2.699 2.969 

0. 73· 0.62 0.52 o.42 0. 37 0.13 
Nb 7P4 perpendicular- P(2) 2.461 2.572 2.581 2.634 2.837 3.007 

0.93 0.61 0.59 o.48 0.19 0.11 
Nb7P4 perpendicular P( 3). . 2. 567 2.603 2.632 2.541 2.592 

0.62 0.54 0.48 0.68 0.56 
Nb 5P3 perpendicular P(2) 2.502 2.551 2.554 2.834 2.890 2. 9.64 

0.79 0.66 o.65 0.22 0.18 0.14 
Nb

5
P
3 perpendicular P(3) 2.519 2.530 2.603 2.664 2.748 

0.74 0.71 0.54 0.43 0. 31. 
Nb5P3 perpendicular P( 5). . 2 .538 2.547 2.634 2.669 2.738 

0.69 o.67 0.48 o.42 0.32 
Nb 5P3 perpendicular P(6) 2.534 2.555 2.628 2.670 2.691 2.835 

0.10 0.65 0.49 0.42 0.38 0.22 
Nb 8P5 perpendicular P(l) 2.543 2.548 2.651 2.611 2.834 

o.68 0.67 o.45 0.52 0.22 
Nb8P5 perpendicular P(2) 2.529 2.593 2.594 2.704 2.955 \0 . 

0.72 0.56 0.56 0.37 0.14 \J1 
Nb 8P

5 perpendicular P(3) 2.525 2.566 2.594 2.683 2.826 2.882 
0.73 0.62 0.56 0.40 0.20 0.18 

mean Nb-P 2.565 2.766 

Nb 7P4 parallel P(4) 2.448 2.474 2.579 2.601 2.505 
0.98 0.88 0.59 0.54 0.78 

Nb 5P3 parallel P(l) 2.460 2.497 2.596 2.656 2.485 
0.93 0.81 0.55 0.44 o.85 

Nb5P 3. parallel P(4) 2.426 2.466 2.574 2.600 2.504 
1.06 0.91 0.60 0.54 0.79 

Nb8P5 . parallel P(4) 2.415 2.526 2.503 2.520 2.656 
1.92 0.72 0.79 0.74 0.44 

Nb 8P5 parallel P(5) 2.485 2.513 2.495 2.519 2.672 
0.85 0.76 0.82 0.74 o.41 

mean Nb-P 2.476 2.564 
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forming the prism. This suggests that perhaps only the 

distances to the six atoms forming the trigonal prism should 

be compared between. the prisms of different orientation. 

Because the interatomic distances vary over a large 

range, it is difficult to determine if there are any observ

able trends based on the differences in interatomic distances. 

For example, the distances to the capping atoms of the 

perpendicular prism in the Nb-P system yield the observation 

that one of the interatomic distances is noticeably larger 

for most of the nonmetal atoms. Even though this generali

zation may have some validity, there are always exceptions 

that occur, ~·~·' P(3) of Nb 7P4, which cast doubt on any 

general conclusion. 

One.trend, however, that does seem significant concerns 

a possible difference in interatomic distances for the 

parallel orientation of the trigonal prism. . If the distances 

to atoms 1 and 2 in the parallel-axis prism are compared with 

the .distances to atoms 3, 4, and 5 of the same prism or atoms 

1, 2, aud 3 of' the perpendicular-axis prism, there is a 

strong indication that the distanc.es to atoms 1 and 2 of the 

parallel-axis prism are significantly shorter. It is the 

difference in mean values and the greater variation for X-Me 

distances to atoms J, 4, and 5 that combine to suggest a 

difference in the nature of the nonmetal bonding contribution 

to the different metal atoms forming the parallel-axis 

trigonal prism. 
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Since the variation in bond length is an integral 

feature of the coordination polyhedra, these polyhedra are 

in fact less regular in. geometry than may have been suggested 

by the original description. In the qualitative bonding 

description that follows, the polyhedra will be treated as 

if their. geometry were regular as a first approximation, 

and an attempt will be made to justify, in a qualitative 

way, the variations in interatomic distances. 

C. Nonmetal Capping Atoms for 

P.C.P. II and IV. 

A comparison of interatomic distances for. certain P.C.P. 

in different metal-nonmetal systems provides valuable 

information concerning differences in.chemical interaction. 

One .que.stion often 'encountered· in studying .structures of the 

layer.ed class concerns the .degr.ee of bonding inter.action 

between a central metal atom in a given P.C.P. and those 

atoms which are capping atoms located off the faces of the 

~oordination polyhedra. It is.the point of view adopt~d 

here that .the relative degree of bonding interaction .to such 

capping atoms can be qualitatively .evaluated by compari~g 

the inter.atomic· distances to the. capping atoms with the 

distances to the same. type of atom which are par·t of the 

P .·c. P. 

Figure 9 ab.ove illustrates the metal P.C.P. II and .IV . 

. The two .polyhedral faces. of unit IV. fol:'ined by a.toms· 2 and 3 · 
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and by atoms 3 and 4 often have a nonmetal capping atom in 

the structures of the layered class. Similarly, unit II in 

this figure often has a nonmetal capping atom off the face 

formed by atoms 4 and 5. Since both P.C.P. IV and II also 

contain nonmetal atoms as part of the P.C.P. (atom 1 for 

unit IV and atoms 1 and 2 for unit II), there is a question 

whether the nonmetal capping atoms should also be considered 

as part of the P.C.P. of the central atom. 

Table 13 compares the interatomic distances to the 

capping atoms with the interatomic distances to the nonmetal 

atoms which are part.of the P.C.P. The values listed for 

~ the Ti-S and Nb-P systems are the mean interatomic distances 

for the Ti2S, TigS
3

, Nb
7

P4 , Nb
5

P
3 

and NbgP
5 

,Phases. It is 

the large difference in interatomic distances to capping 

nonmetal atoms relative to tne nonmetal atoms forming the 

P.C.P. which suggests that the bonding interactions to the 

capping nonm~tal atoms can be ignored in a crude first 

approximation approach to the consideration of bonding in 

the Ti-S and Nb-P systems. 

In contrast, the relat.ive interatomic distances to the 

nonmetal capping atoms for P.C.P. II and IV in the Fe 2P 

and Co 2P .structures are actually. equal to or less than the 

distancefi .to nonmetal atoms lrl the P.C.P. The implication 

is that for Fe 2P and Co2P the bonding interaction to the 

capping atoms is actually equal in strength to.or stronger 
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than the interaction with nonmetal atoms forming the P.C.P. 

This difference also suggests a difference in the nature of 

the metal bonding contribution ·of Fe and Co when compared 

to the bonding contribution of Ti or Nb. 

Table 13. Relative interatomic distances to polyhedral and 
.c.ap.p.ing. nonme.ta.l. a.t.oms. .o.f. .P. •. C .•. P... .II. and. .IV . 

Trite·ra·tomi·c D'i'st·ahce·s '(Me·-x) 

. .S.ys.t.em/Phas.e ....... P.o1.yhe.dra.l. X . . . .Ca.p.p.ing X . . . ... P .• .C .P. 

Ti-S ·2. 508 2.940 II· 
Ti-S 2.462 2.544 IV 

Nb-P. 2.572 2·. 841 . II 
Nb-P 2.482 . 2. 599 IV 
Fe 2P 2·. 484 2.381 II 

Fe 2P 2.484 II 
Fe 2P 2.289 2.219 IV 

Fe 2P 2.219 IV 
co2P 2.399 2.294 II 

C:o2P 2.543 II 
Co 2P 2.233 2.143 IV 
Co 2P 2.238 IV 

...... . . . . . . . . ........... 
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D. Differences in Me-X Bond Distances 

for Units VI and VII 

A survey of the various structures.in the layered class 

indicates that there is a close r~lationship between the 

piesence of a trigonal prism with parallel axis and the metal 

coordination polyhedra of type VI and VII. The relationship 

between these coordination polyhedra is illustrated in 

Figure 11. Four coordination polyhedra formed from twelve 

atoms are represented in this drawing, and the metal atoms 

important to the following discussion are numbered, while 

the nonmetal atoms are represented by a letter. The two 

trigonal prisms about atoms a and b are outlined by solid 

·lines. The prism about atom b shares an edge with each of 

two prisms about at.om a. Broken lines repre.sent. the 

coordination polyhedra about metal.atoms 1 and 2 •. Position 

c of th~ metal polyhedra can be either a metal or a non

metal atom; a metal atom at position c implies that unit VII 

is the coordination polyheur·a uf atom 1 oi> 2, while a non

metal at position c corresponds to a coordination polyhedra 

of. _type VI .. 

The particular arrang·ement. of a ~oms depic.ted in this 

drawing occurs for all of the structures of this class which 

have a trigonal ·prism with axis parallel to the two planes 

·of atoms (.certain Me 4x
3 

.structur.e types. contain an additional 

. ~eature) .. Th~ following Cha~ter :(VI) consi4ers the possihle 
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· F~gure ·11. A structural unit .as a combination of metal 
and nonmetal ·p."c.P. 
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use of this unit in helping to solve an unknown structure 

for a phase that is expected to be a member of this layered 

class. 

The numbers and letters in the column headings for 

columns 3, 6, 7, and 8 in Table 14 correspond to the atom 

designations in Figure 11. The first two columns indicate 

the compound and particular nonmetal atom of that compound 

with the parallel trigonal prism as its partial coordination 

polyhedron. Columns 3, 4, and 5 identify the two metal 

atoms and their type of P.C.P. which corresp6nd to metal 

atoms 1 and 2 in Figure 11. Interatomic distances from 

each of these metal atoms to the various nonmetal atoms of 

their coordination polyhedra are given in the last three 

columns of the table .. As a specific example, consider the 

first two rows of the table. For Ti2S, S(3) corresponds 

to atom a while Ti(6) and Ti(5) correspond to atoms 1 and 

2, respectively, in Figure 11. The three interatomic 

distances associated with Ti(6) are the distances from Ti(6) 

to the nonmetal atom positions of its partial coordination 

polyhedron. Since the P.C.P. of Ti(6) is unit VII, which 

has only two independent nonmetal atom positions, the entry 

is made in the last column. 

If a comparison ia made of the interatomic distances 

listed in the column represented by atom a with the distances 

in columns band. c,.the entries in column a indicate signifi

cantly shorter hon~ distances. At the botLum of the table 
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the average values cf each of the Me-X interatomic distance~ 

are listed separately for the Ti-S and Nb-P systems. The 

difference in bond distances indicated by this table is 

large enough to suggest that there may be a difference in 

the bonding contribution from the central metal atom of 

P.C.P. VI and VII to the different nonmetal atoms in the 

coordination polyhedron. The qualitative bonding 

considerations which follow will offer a possib.le explan

ation for this difference in bond length. 



Tab.le. 1.4 ... Di.f.f.er.enc.es. in Me.-X .int.erat.omi.c. di.stance.s .f.or. P .. C ... P. •. VT and VIT 

Parallel Metal Atom Type . Tn·ter·atomic n1·stanc·e· to . 
. Phas.e. . . . Pr.ism . . . . Atom. . . No .. . .. P.C .P ..... At.om a . . Atom b. . . . Atom c 

Ti2S 3(3) 1 Ti(6) VII 2.437 2.490 Metal 
2 Ti(5) VI 2.442 2.528 2.472 

Ti8s
3 s (6) .!.. Ti (.13) VII 2.418 2.541 Metal 

2 Ti(l5) VII 2.499 2.554 Metal 
Mean 2.449 2.517 

Nb 7P4 P(4) 1 Nb(5) .VI 2.448 2~603 2.523 
2 Nb(7) VI 2.474 2.567 2.572 

Nb 8P
5 

p ( 4) . 1 Nb(7) VI a 2.526 2.548 2.529 I-' 
0 2· Nb( 6) VI 2.465 2.651 2.594 .J::" 

Nb 8P
5 P(5) 1 Nb(9) VI 2.513 2.593 2. 525 . 

2 Nb(8) VII 2.485 2.594 Metal 

.Nb
5
P

3 
P(l) 1 Nb(3) VII 2.497 2.538 Metal 

2 Nb(l) VI 2.460 2.634 2.534 

. Nb
5
P 

3 
p ( 4) ·1 Nb(4) VI 2.426 2.603 2.547 

2 Nb(7) VI 2.466 2.519 2.554 
Mean . 2. 476 2.568 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... 

aNb(7) atom position is only partially filled. 
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VI. STRUCTURAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE PARALLEL 

TRIGONAL PRISM 

At the end of the last chapter, a larger structural 

unit was described in terms of a specific combination of 

two metal and two nonmetal coordination polyhedra. A 

structural unit of this type occurs in 14 of the 19 struc-

ture types in the layered class. The arrangement of atoms 

in this unit suggests certain limitations on the types of 

P.C.P. that can be linked with t~is unit. If the presence 

of this unit can be assumed· for any unknown structure of 

the layered class, it can be used as a guide in structure 

solution. The five remaining structure types of this class 

(Fe 2P, Co 2P, Fe 2As, v12 P
7

, Rh4P
3

) have structural features 

w.hich are surprisingly similar, but which distinguish them 

from the other m~mbers of the layered class. 

A. Structural Limitations 

Figure 11 above illustrates a strµctural unit formed 

by four P.C.P. for which.the polyhedra of atoms. 1 and 2 

could be of either type VI or VII. The possible combi

nations of P.C.P. for atoms 1 and 2 indicate that there 

are only three different structural units formed by the. 

four P.C.P. The case where both 1 and 2 have P.C.P. of 

type VII will be represented by the symbolism VII-11-prism-.. . 

VII, while the.case where both atoms have P.C.P. VI will be 
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represented by VI-(ll)prism-VI. If atom 1 and atom 2 have 

different coordination polyhedra, the unit will be 

represented by VI-(ll)prism-VII. 

For each of these three cases the arrangement of atoms 

provides a severe limitation on the possible coordination 

polyhedra of atoms 3 and 4 in Figure 11. The coordination 

polyhedra of atom 3 must contain the atoms designated as 1, 

a, and 5 in the figure. Of the eight metal coordination 

polyhedra, only units II, III, and VI have an arrangement 

of atoms similar to atoms 1, a, and 5, indicating that the 

partial coordination polyhedron of atom 3 will have to be 

II; III, or VI. Similar considerations apply to atom 2, 

indicating it also will have either unit II, III, or VI as 

its P.C.P. Thus; the arrangement of atoms forming the 

structural unit decreases the number of possible P.C.P. for 

atoms 3 and 4 from eight to .three. 

Figure 12 (a through f) illustrates some of the 

possible orientations of units II and VI (for atoms 3 and 4) 

for the particular case VI-(ll)prism-VI. Combining all 

three cases and ignoring any other structural limitations, 

there are 45 distinct orientations of P.C.P. for atoms 3 

and 4. Figure 12(o) illustrates one of the 45 possible 

units, but tt also illustrates a second structur•al 

limitation inherent in the nature of the structures of the 

layered class. At the left side of this figure the 



Figure 12. Examples· of some of the different possible 
combinations of metal P.C.P. for atoms 3 and 4 
in the VI-(ll)prism-VI structural unit. The 
·orientation of P.C.P. in part c) and d) of the 
figure have not been observed for structures 
in the layered class 
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orientation of unit II for atom 3 would place a nonmetal of 

unit II in close proximity of the nonmetal at atom c. The 

·close proximity of these two nonmetal atoms implies that 

each will be part of the coordination polyhedron of the 

other nonmetal, thus implying that neither would have a 

trigonal prismatic partial coordination polyhedron since 

such X-X bonds are i~compatible with the observed trigonal 

prismatic coordination in the structures of this class. 
' 

Since the orientation of P.C.P. II in the unit of Figure 12 

(c) implies X-X~bonds, it can be eliminated as a possible 

unit. Although similar considerations applied to the other 

possible units reduce. the number of possibilities from 

45 to 33, the real significance of the treatment is the 

illustration of the restrictive influence implied by the 

requirement that nonmetal atoms have trigonal prismatic 

P.C.P. on the nature of the P.C.P. for atoms near the four 

nonmetal atoms in these units. 

As a further illustration, consider the unit pictured 

in Figure 12(d) and the possible coordination polyhedra for 

atom 5. Atoms 3 and 4 indicate that the coordination poly-

hedron of atom 5 will have t.o contain a face formed by four 

metal atoms so that units VI and VIII can be eliminated as 

possible P.C.P. for atom 5. The positions of the two non-

metal atoms· d and e indicate that there cannot be a nonmetal 
. - -

atom as part of the coordination polyhedron of atom 5 which 

will be close tM. e1th,r of the two face~ represented by the 
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two pairs of atom~ d and 5 and e and 5. A nonmetal close to 

either of these faces would require that the polyhedron for 

nonmetal atoms d or e is not trigonal prismatic. These 

considerations eliminate all but units I, III, and VII as 

possible P.C.P. for atom 5. 

B. A Possible Method for Structural Solution 

The recurrence of the large structural unit described 

above for 14 of the 19 structure types of the layered class 

suggests that it may be of use in thee solution of an unknown 

crystal structure of any new phase that might be expected to 

be a member of this layered structural class. All three of 

the units considered above are formed from twelve atoms, 

indicating that the units have appreciable size relative to 

the dimensions of the unit cells in which they have been 

observed. For many of these structures the structural unit 

accounts for a large percentage of the independent atom 

positions in the appropriate structure. 

Although the Me 4x
3 

phases were excluded in the earlier 

discussion of this structural unit, all but the Rh4P
3 

phase 

are included in the 14 phases dontaining this structural 

unit. The Me 4x3 structure types form a special case due to 

the presence of the'metal par~ial coordination polyhedron 

of type VIII for metal atoms 1 and 2 (Figure 11). The 

utility of the structural unit in structure solution is 

applicable whether or not P.C.P. VIII is considered, but 
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unless the stoichiometry is known to be Me 4x3, unit VIII need 

not be directly considered. The Nb
5
se4 and Nb 2Se phases are 

included in .this group of structures even though the.ir 

trigonal prisms are incomplete, because they are of the 

correct orientation and contain units VI (Nb 5se 4) and VII 

(Nb 2Se). 

In attempting to solve an unknown crystal structure of 

the type under consideration, the structural chemist usually 

has available detailed knowledge of the space group, lattice 

parameters, and stoichiometry of the phase. All of this 

information is useful in limiting the structural units used 

and in determining the orientation of a particular unit 

within the unit cell. As an example of the utility of this 

approach~ assume that Ti2S contains a general structural 

unit (i.e., the choice of P.C.P. for atoms 1 and 2 have not 

been specified as VI or VII), assume that only the lattice 

parameters, space group, density, and stoichiometry of 

Ti2S are known, and then consider the number of tr~al 

structures that are consistent with the packing of the 

general structural unit under the limitations of the known 

crystallographic data. 

Full app:r•eciat1on of this technique requires the use 

of two dimensional models for the general structural unit, 

.but the main considerations unde~lying this approach can be 

illustrated in the. following example:· 
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.i) The experimental density of Ti2s· indicated twelve 

Ti2S units nr 36 atoms in the unit cell. 

ii) The structural units under consideration all 

contain twelve atoms. 

iii) Early in the structure determination of Ti 2S, it 

was suggested that the occupied atom positions corresponded 

to the 4 (g) pos.itions of the Pnnm space group, indicating 

that the structural unit would have to be repeated four 

times within the unit cell. Four-fold repetition of the 

general structural unit wo~ld imply 48 atoms in the unit 

cell in contradiction to the 32 atoms indicated experi-

mentally unless some atoms of one structural unit were also 

common to neighboring units. 

iv) Figure 13a) illustrates the inversion centers and 

n-glide planes present in the Pnnm space group of Ti2S. 

The dimensions of the drawing reflect th~ ratio of the known 

lattice parameters. Since the structural unit does not 

contain an inversion c~nter, each of the four units (one 

structural unit repeated three times} would have to be 

fairly well-confined to one of the four rectangular sub-

divisions of the unit cell formed by the inversion centers • 

. v) The n-glide planes of the space. group provide 

severe limitations on the orientation of the assumed struc-

tural unit within each of the rectangular regions. The 

nature of the limitations can be seen by considering the 
'I 
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orientation of the structural unit in the actual Ti2S struc

ture, Figure 13b), and trying to change the orientation of 
·~ 

the structural unit slightly as represented in Figure 13c). 

Comparison of the unit in the upper left corner of Figure . 

13b) with the uni~ in the left corner of Figure 13c) shows 

that they differ only slightly in orientation. The right 

half of part c) indicates a second unit related to the 

first by the n-glide plane represented in the figure. The 

numbers identify atoms in the two units which would have 
. ·~ 

interatomic distances implying repulsive interaction 

between each pair of atoms. Any attempt to reduce the 

repulsive interactions by translating one unit relative to 

the second in a direction parallel to the a-axis would 

imply an increase in the magnitude of the a-axis. (A 

translation with a component parallel to the·b-axis is .not 

possible because of then-glide plane.) The same type of 

considerations can be applied to the unit in the lower left 

region of the unit cell with similar results. Work with 

simple models suggests that the orientation of units in 

Figure 13b) is the only possible orientation consistent 

with the symmetry and lattice parameters. 

vi) In the considerations so far there has been no 

reference to the known stoichiometry of a specific struc

tural unit. The actual structural unit was represented in 

Figure 13b), and any other choice of a structural µnit 
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(VI-(ll)prism-VI or VII-(ll)prism-VII) would not correspond 

to the experimentally determined stoichiometry. 

C. The Fe2P, Co 2P, Fe 2As, v12P7, and 

Rh4P
3 

Structure Types 

The arbitrary separation of the structure types of the 

layered class into two different groups presented in the 

last section was based iri part on whether or not the struc-

tures contained a trigonal prism with axis parallel to the 

planes of atoms forming the structure. The division of the 

structure types based on the presence of a parallel trigonal 

prism is certainly not exclusive.· For example, the Rh4P3 
structure type contains P(3) with a parallel trigonal prism, 

yet this phase has structural similarities to Fe 2P, Co 2P, 

Fe 2As, and v12P7, ~one of which contain a trigonal prism 

with axis parallel to the layered atom positions. 

Similarly, the grouping of the three trigonal prisms about 

S(2), S(3), and S(5) with perpendicular axes in Ti8s3 has 

structural features similar to Fe 2P, co 2P, etc., but overall 

the structural features of Ti8s3 correspond more closely 

with the structural features of the remaining phases of the 

layered structural class. 

The structural similarities of the Fe2P, co 2P, Fe2As, 

v12P7, and Rh4P3 structures can best be seen by considering 

a projection of the two layers of atom positions that form 

the structures. In projection, t.he nonmetal atoma form the 
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regular hexagonal rings illustrated in Figure 14. It should 

be noted that the hexagonal rings in this drawing do not 

represent closely packed layers of nonmetal atoms, since the 

various atoms are not all in the same layer. The difference 

in the layering of atoms for each hexagonal ring is 

indicated in the figure. 

Each of the hexagonal rings formed by the projection 

of the atoms can be divided into six triangular segments. 

In projection the metal atom positions of each structure 

all. fall within the triangular segments. In each of the 

structures represented in Figure 14, a metal atom projected 

into one triangular section is always from a different 

layer of the structure than the metal atoms projected into 

the two adjacent triangular segments. 

It is interesting that the hexagonal network formed by 

the projection of the·nonrrietal atoms very closely approxi

mates a network formed by regular hexagons. This regularity 

is even more striking when one considers the low space group 

symmetry for the Co 2P, Rh4P3, Fe 2As, and v12P7 structures. 

It is the presence of the regular hexagonal networks which 

emphasizes the similarity between these different .structure 

types. In contrast, the projected metal atom po$1tions do 

not fall A.t the center of the triangular segments but 

rather exhibit variations in the different structure types. 



Figure 14. Hexagonal rings formed by the projections of 
nonmetal atoin positions in the two layers of 
each structure 
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The variation of the projected metal atom positions 

within the triangular segments is due in part to atom 

packing considerations. For example, the hexagonal rings 

in Figure 14e), f), and g) each contain a triangular 

segment formed by a projection of three nonmetal atoms 

which are located in the same layer. Any attempt to place 

a metal atom within these triangular segments would cause 

repulsive interaction between the metal atom and at least 

one of the three nonmetal atoms. The three triangular 

segments of this type are all empty for the phases where 

they are observed. The occurrence of other triangular 

segments that are also empty, even though the nonmetal 

atoms defining the triangular segment are not all in the 

same layer, indicate that it .is not solely packing consider

ations that determine the presence or absence of a metal 

atom in each segment, 

Figure 15a) and b) iilustrate the Fe 2P and Co 2P struc

tures, emphasizing the presence of these hexagonal rings. 

Each of the structure types under considerations here can 

be described in terms of a different packing arrangement 

of the various hex~gonal rings. The underlying reasons for 

the occurrence of different units for the different phases 

is not understood and will not be pursued at this time. 



Figure 15. 
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120° 
~ 

. The stacking of the hexagonal rings in .the 
Fe 2P(a) and .co2P(b) .str.ucture. types . 

. Or.ie.ntat.ions for the approx·imate. unit .. cells are 
given by .the. dark lines 
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VII. QUALITATIVE BONDING CONSIDERATIONS 

A. Review of Qualitative Bonding Considerations 

Conard (1) and Smeggil (2) reviewed the early ideas of 

Slater, Pauling, and Rundle concerning the nature of chemical 

.bonding in solid materials. Slater (54) suggested that it is 

possible, even in the case of KCl, to interpret the bonding 

of solids in terms Of 6ovalent interactions. The interpre-

tation of solids in terms of covalent bonding is basic to the 

understanding of the bonding in this class of compounds. 

For example, the concept of the delocalization of 

electrons in the .chemical bonds of the solid is essential to 

the understanding of the physical properties of solids. 

Pauling introduced the resonance concept as an interpretatjon 

of the delocalization of bonding electrons in metals and 

alloys (53). The directional nature of the chemical bonds, 

implicit in the structures of the metals, suggested to 

Pauling the use of a hybrid orbital bonding scheme to account 

for the observed structures and properties. Rundle applied 

many of the same basic concepts to formulate a bonding 

scheme that would account for the observed properties of the 

transition metal nitrides and oxides (55). He associated the 

electrical conductivity of these phases with the delocaliza

tion of the bonding electrons and associated the brittleness 

of these phases with the directional nature of the bonds, 
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describing the bonding orbitals in terms of a hybrid orbital 

model. 

Franzen (51) applied the same ideas to the transition 

metal monochalcogenides, accounting for the observed metallic 

conductivity and brittleness in terms of a delocalized, 

directional, covalent bonding description. In order to 

account for the high coordination number observed for the 

nonmetal in these phases, Franzen proposed that the sulfur 

ct-orbitals contribute significantly in the formation of the 
. 

nonmetal-metal bonds. With these ideas as a guide, Conard 

and Smeggil discussed the predominant structural features of 

the metal-rich chalcogenide .and pnictide phases known at the 

time. 

In the bonding descriptions of Rundle, Pauling, and 

Franzen, there is a critical dependence of the bonding 

interpretation on the physical properties of the solids 

considered. The properties of this layered class of com-

pounds outlined above suggest that the same basic concepts 

can be applied in the attempt to interpret the chemical 

bonding of the solids in this class. The following 

discussion can be viewed as an.extension of these bonding 

ideas in an attempt to discover the role that the metal atoms 

might play iri the chemieal bonding. The approach ls ba~ed 

upon the assumption that it is the nature of the metal 

partial coordination polyhedra which offers an insight into 
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the contribution of the metal atoms to the metal-nonmetal 

bonds. 

The early work of Engel (56) and the later development 

by Brewer (57) of Engel's observations led to the correlation 

of metal structure with the number of s and £ electrons 

available for bonding in metals and alloys. If n represents 

the number of ~ + £ electrons available in the metal, the 

correlation can be expressed by the following inequalities: 

1.0 < n < 1.5 bee metal structure 

1.7 < n < 2.1 hep metal structure 

2.5 < n < 3.0 fee metal structure 

According to Hume-Rothery, Brewer has had a remarkable degree 

of success in using this correlation to predict the struc

tures and phase diagrams for alloys of the .transition m·etals 

(58). 

In the qualitative bonding description that foll6ws, 

there is no direct dependence on the Brewer-Engel 

Correlation as expressed above, but the bonding description 

rests on two basic assumptions of the Brewer-Engle Corre

lation as discussed by Brewer. First, that the structure of 

a transition metal compound is correlated with the electronic 

configuration of the ground state and low lying excited 

states for the gaseous metal atom. The second assumption of 

the Brewer treatment concerns the significance of the 

promotion energy of a gaseous metal atom from its ground 
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state to an excited state. When the ground state does not 

correlate with the observed structure for the metal while the 

excited state provides a correlation with the observed 

structure, a promotion is considered possible if the elec

tronic configuration of the excited state can compensate for 

the required promotion energy by providing an increase in the 

bond energy. That is, the promotion energy is thought to be 

compensated by the increase in bond energy provided by an 

increase in the number of bonding electrons available in the 

excited state. 

B. Altmann, Coulson, and Hume-Rothery 

Altmann, Coulson, and Hume-Rothery ( 59) .attempted to 

correlate the structures of the transition metals with the 

weight of d-orbital character available in valence orbitals 

centered on the metal atom. Since the different observed 

transition metal structures (fee, bee, and hep) correspond 

to different arrangements of first and second near neighbors 

abou·t a central metal atom, Altmann, et al. ·,proposed a 

particular combination of hybrid orbitals for each of the 

structure types.. Each of these combinations of hybrid 

orbitals was charactertzed by a different weight of d-orbital 

contribution. By using the different weights of d-orbital 

contribution corresponding to the different transition metal 

structure types, they were able to correlate the occurrence 
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of the metal structures with the known behavior of the 

d-electrons in each of the three transition series. 

There are several aspects of the Altmann et al. approach 

to the chemical bonding in the transition metals that will 

have direct application in the qualitative bonding consider

ations for the structures of the layered class. A detailed 

description of the important aspects of the Altmann et al. 

approach will be the subject of this section, and the 

following section will cohsist of the specific application 

of these ideas to the contribution of the transition metal 

orbitals to the Me-X bonds in the laye;r::>~d class of compounds. 

In the valence bond approach of Pauling, Rundle, Brewer, 

and Altmann: e~ al., the bonding contribution of particular 

metal atoms in a solid structure is considered to be 

correlated with the geometrical arrangement of neighboring 

atoms about the central atom. The recurrence of certain 

arrangements of atoms about a central atom (the P.C.P.) 

suggests that there is efficient bonding possible in the 

region of space between a central atom and the polyhedral 

configuration of atoms. Since hybrid orbitals centered on 

the central atom of a polyhedron can be chosen that provide. 

a corresponding increase 111 the electron density in the 

direction of the neighboring atoms, the bonding contribution 

from a central atom will be approximated in terms of these 

ho's •. Alt.hough the conduction· electrons in the solid are 
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known to be delocalized over the entire crystal, a distinc-

tion can be made between the conduction electron. behavior and 

the behavior of the electrons in the region of space near the 

central atom of a polyhedron (e.g., in the muffin-tin sphere 

in the APW approach), and in this region the electrons will 

be referred to as bonding electrons. The symbol w will bond 

be introduced as an approximate wave function of the 

electrons in this region of space, where in wbond « ~ n1<f1) 

.and the Lf i terms will represent the various ho's directed 

towards the atoms of·the P.C.P. The ni coefficients will 

represent the relative contribution of each ho in wbond· The 

particular considerations used to choose the appropriate lfi 

terms will be considered as wbond expressions are introduced 

for the different partial coordination polyhedra. 

1. Symmetry considerations for b.c.c. metals 

In the b.c.c. metal structure a central metal atom has 

a cubic arrangement of eight first nearest neighbors and an 

octahedral arrangement of six second nearest neighbors. The 

particular ho's that will be used to approximate the bonding 

contribution from a central metal atom to the fourteen 

neighboring atoms are those suggested by Altmann et al. (59). 

Their approach will be considered in detail, as it is 

critical for understanding the symmetry considerations applied 

in limiting the ho's that may contribute to ~bond for the 

P.C.P. of the layered class of compounds. 

\ 
\ 
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In order to account for the bond formation to the cubic 

arrangement of eight nearest neighbors, Altmann et al. argue 

that either the sd3 or d 4 ho's can be used. The gerade 

nature of the ho's (and thus the combined ho's) is used to 

provide eight bonding directions with cubic symmetry, where 

each direction corresponds to the eight lobes of the four 

d4 or d3s ho's. That is, the electrons occupying the d4 or 

d3s ho's are considered to be shared with eight atoms forming 

at most i/2-order bonds. 

Simple group theoretical considerations can be applied 

to the ~d 3 ho's to see that they are consistent with the 

point symmetry of the metal atoms in the b.c.c. metal. In 

the Td point group either the §.£.3 or sd3 (sdxydxzdyz) ho 

combinations can be used.to ~escribe a tetrahedral bonding 

arrangement, but only the sd3 ho combhiation is capable of 

forming eight equivalent l/2~bonds in a cubic arrangement. 

The distinction between the ho's depends on their different 

behavior under the inversion operation of the Oh point 

group. In. Oh the s-orbital belongs to the totally symmetric 

representation,. Alg' the three degenerate £-orbitals form a 

basis set for.the Tiu irreducible representation, and the 

dxydx~dyz orbitals fo~m a basis set for the T2g 1rrep. 

Since the s- and three d-orbitals ~re symmetric _with respect 

to the inversion operation of Oh, the sd3 ho combination 

can provide eight· equivalent bonding directions with full 
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cubic symmetry. The three £-orbitals, on the other hand, are 

antisymmetric with respect to the inversion operation in Oh, 

indicating that the ~3 ho's do not have the proper symmetry 

to form eight cubic bonds. 

Altmann et al. used similar arguments to show that the 

d
4

(dz2'dxy'dxz'dyz) ho's can also form eight 1/2-bonds of 

cubic symmetry and the d3 ho's can form six 1/2-bonds of 

octahedral symmetry. 

2. General symmetry considerations 

The considerations for the sd3 ho's suggest that this 

treatment may be generalized for other hybrid orbitals with 

different symmetry properties. It appears that if a general 

hybrid combination, skpldm, forms a reducible representation, 

rred' in symmetry group G, then the skpldm ho's are 

appropriate for two ligand per orbital bonding with the 

symmetry of the semidirect product group GACi or GACs when 

the ho's are either symmetric or antisymmetric with respect 

to C 1 or Cs, 1. e.; when all of the bas i::; fun ct ions are 

symmetric or antisymmetric under the operation i or a. 

Treatment of th~ sd 3 ho's above considered the particular 

case where GACi corresponded to the Oh point group. 

These symmetry considerations can be applied to the 

Me-Me bond arrangement of P.C.P. II to illustrate the treat-

ment when the product group is of the form GACs. The six 

·metal neighbors of the central atom in unit II form a 
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trigonal prism with point group. n
3
h. (For the considerations 

here, the deviations from ideal n3h sy~etry implied by the 

differences in bond length are ignored.) The point group 

n3h is the semidirect product group c3vACs and the c3v 

point group describes the symmetry for the trigonal pyramidal 

arrangement of bonds for one-half of a trigonal prism. The 

arrangement of the remaining three bonds is related to this 

trigonal pyramid by the mirror plane perpendicular to the 

c3-axis of the trigonal prism. The basis functions iri c3v 

corresponding to the reducible representation, rred = A1+E, 

are listed in the first two columns of Table 15. The signs 

of the characters of the two basis sets of atomic orbitals 

for the crh operation of n3h are indicated in the next two 

columns. A ho combination having the same sign in both 

columns has the proper symmetry to form six 1/2-bonds in the 

form of a trigonal prism. This can be conceptualized for 

the bonding in the trigonal prism by picturing the three 

positive lobes of a hybrid combination such as d2p(dxydyzPz) 

forming bonds to three atoms of the prism, while the 

corresponding negative lobes form bonds to the remaining 

three atoms of the prism. Although the .§£2 and sd2 ho's 

in Table 15 obey the·symmetry conditions, they probably do 

not provide enough of a bonding contribution in the 
' . 

z-direction to account for bonding in the trigorial prism. 
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Table 15. Symmetry relationship between the c3v and D3h 
point groups 

Hybrid E + A1 Sign of E Sign of A1 Same 
Orbital Basis Sets irrep. for irrep. for Sign 

(C3v) ah ah 

p3 (px,py) + Pz + No 

d2p (dx2-y,dxy). + p . + No . z 

d2p (dxy'dyz) + p Yes z 

dp3 (px,py) + dz2 + + Yes 

d3 (dx2-y2,dxy) + dz2 + + Yes 

d3 (d d ) xz' .YZ + d 2 z . + No 

sp2 (px,py) + s + + Yes 

sd2 . 
(dx2-y2,dxy) + s + + Yes·. 

sd2 
(dxz'dyz) + s + No 

3 • · iJ!botid f.or t.he b .. c .. c .. metal 

As ari approximation for the bonding contribut~on of a 

metal atom in the b.c.c. metal, ipbond(bcc) will be written 
. . 4 3 

as ipbond(bcc) ~ .n1 (sd3}i + n2(d )i + n3 (d )i + •••. Since 

symmetry considerations cannot distinguish whether the ·sa3 

or a 4 ho's might make the larger contribution to ipbond(bcc), 
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both combinations will be retained. In this expression for 

~bond' and in all similar expressions that will be 

considered, the presence of a subscript i or m with a 

contributing ho signifies two ligand per orbital bonding for 

the hybrid orbital. The specific use of the subscript i 

identifies precisely which lobes of a ho are considered to 

be used in bond formation, the i signifying that the bonding 

lobes are related by an inversion operation. A subscript m 

2 will identify those hybrid combinations such as d £, where 

the bonding lobes are related by a mirror plane. If no sub-

script is indicated for a ho in ~bond' the hybrid combination 

is considered to form one ligand per orbital bond. 

The coefficients in ·~bond(bcc) above represent the 

relative contribution of each of the ho's. Although the 

number of electrons in a particular ho is unknown, the number 

contributing to the bonds represented by ~ ho will be con

sidered to be related to the coefficient n
1 

in a general way. 

If ~bond could accurately be written with only one term, 

3 such as ni(sd ) 1 , the value of ni would be 1.0 and the four 

or less electrons implicit in writing sd3 would all be 

considered to be involved in bond formation to the eight 

cubic atoms. However, ~bond will always contain a number of 

terms, and the division of electrons among the various terms 

is unknown. 
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.For example, if $bond could be written with only 

n1 (sd3)i + n2 (d3)i making a bonding contribution, symmetry 

considerations do not specify whether n1 or n2 is larger. 

However, in the b.c.c. metals the difference in interatomic 

distances to first and second near neighbors suggest that n1 
is larger than n2 • In Section D below, simple energy 

considerations will be presented which suggest additional 

limitations for the ni. 

Altmann et al. (59) emphasized that although the 

particular c.hoice of ho's in $bond depends primarily on the 

.geometrical arrangement of neighbors about a central atom, 

the choice of 'Ji does not mean that there are no other terms 

that may contribute to the description of the electrons ln 

the region near the central atom. The. other terms that 

contribute to the wave function are, however, assumed· to have 

no effect on the geometrical arrangement of neighboring 

atoms. Brewer (57) considers this same point and emphasizes 

that the contribution from other terms can.be substantial. 

Since .. these additional terms will not be stated explicitly., 

their presence will be indicated by writing $bond as an open 

sum. 

In Wl"iting $bond expressions for the P.C.P., the large 

number of possible terms with their corresponding uncertainty 

in the value of n1 suggests that the coefficients may be 

relatively small. If $bond a: n1 (d2 )i.+ n2 (d) + •••were 

I 
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written to account for bonding to part of a P.C.P., the 

expression should in no way be construed to indicate a 

valence on the order of two. Rather, it must be kept in mind 

that this approach emphasizes the directional nature of the 

bonding contribution of a central atom. 

C. Application to the Metal P.C.P. 

The application of the bonding considerations presented 

in the last section to th.e metal P.C.P. of the layered class 

involves an extension of the symmetry arguments presented by 

Altmann et al. In any consideration of ,,, a choice has "'bond' 

to be made concerning which of the ho's might be expected to 

make a substantial contribution. Such a choice must 

necessarily be based on energy considerations. For the 

structures 6f this class information about the bond energies, 

enthalpy of formation, entropy, etc. are not available, so 

only indirect consideration can be given to the complex 

energetic factors that may be involved in determining phase 

stability. The structural features of this class of 

compounds, when combined with simple chemical· considerations, 

indicate that certain of.the ho's may be expected to make a 

greater contribution in ~b d than others. There remains, on 

of course, a degree of arbitrariness in any choice of the 
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1. Application to P.C.P. II 

In applying the bonding considerations of Altmann et al. 

to a particular metal partial coordination polyhedron, the 

possible hybrid orbitals that are consistent with the 

arrangement of atoms about the central atom are listed. Even 

if the various P.C.P. are approximated by geometrically 

regular units, there are still a relatively large number of 

ho's that are consistent with the point symmetry for the 

central atom of a particular P.C.P. For example, $ for bond 

unit II in equation 17 contains a large number of ho 

combinations which are all consistent with the symmetry 

considerations. 

Wbond(II) « nl(dp3) + n2(d3p) + n3(d2p2) + n4(d4) 

+ n
5

(dsp 2 ) + n6 (d3s) 
Me-X 

+ n
7

(d2sp3 ) + n8 C~ 4 sp) + n
9

(d3p3) + n
10

(d5p) Me-Me 

2 2 3 
+ nll(d p)m + nl2(dp )m + nl3(d )m Me-Me 

2 . 
+ n14Cd )i + nl5·(sd)i + ••• Me-X 

(17) 

There are several points to be made concerning this 

expression for $bond(II). The various 1i are listed in four 

separate lines which are distingu1shed. by a oymbol to the 

right of each line which corresponds t.n the nature of the 

bonding interaction. The first line of equation 17 simply 

indicates the ho combinations which could account for bond 

formation to the four nonmetal neighbors in P.C.P. II where 
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their arrangement is approximated by a square pyramid with 

c4v symmetry. The second line lists the four ho combinations 

consistent with the arrangement of six metal neighbors in the 

form of a trigonal prism, n
3
h. The ho's in line three can 

also be used to account for the trigonal prismatic bond 

arrangement to metal neighbors, and these terms correspond 

to those listed in Table 17 and discussed above. The last 

line represents a possible choice of ho combinations that 

could account for bond formation to the four nonmetal 

. neighbors in unit II by utilizing the gerade nature of the 

specified ho combination to form two ligand per orbital 

bonds. 

2. Simple energy considerations to limit ijJbohd(II) 

The Brewer-Engel correlation emphasizes the dependence 

of metal structure on the electronic configuration of the low 

lying electronic states of the various metals. The high 

degree of success of the Brewer-Engel correlation suggests 

t~at similar considerations might be applied to the metal 

P .C. P .. in an attempt to determine which of the 'f i might be 

expected to make stronger contributions to ijJbond· Any such 

consideration of the electronic states requires specification 

of the particular transition metal, since the electronic 

configurations vary for ·different metal atoms. For titanium 

atoms the low lying electronic configurations can be repre-

22 ( . ) 3( I ) sented as s d ground state., sd 19 kcal mole , 
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d2sp (45 kcal/mole, d 3p C75 kcal/mole), etc., where the 

energy associated with the various configurations_is the 
. . 

~remotion ~nergy for gaseous· titanium atoms from the ground 

state to the lowest energy term for each configuration. The 

various terms and energies are obtained.from Moore's Tables 

(60). 

In the approach used.here, an assumption is made that 

the ho combinations that make substantial contributions to 

~bond must correspond to a low lying.electronic configuration 

of the gaseous metal atom, and if more than one ho combi

nation corresponds to the low lying electronic states, their 

relative contribution depends on the energy differences : 

between the electronic states. 

For examp.le, the .ho .combinations in the first two lines 

of equation 17 correspond to electronic configurations whose 

promotion energy is unknown or expected to be higher than the 

energies for the low lying e.lectronic states of titanium 

listed above. Of the six ho combinations listed in line one 

of e.quation 17, all but the d 3s term w-ould be expected to 

have promotion energies. greater than approximately 70 kcal/ 

mole. Since each of these six ho .combinations contains the 

same number of electrons, none of them might. in a fir.st 

approximation be expected .to pr.ovi.de .substantially" more bond 

ene~gy than the others (61). The· consideration .of promotion 

energy and approximate. bon~ energies .suggesta that the ad3 ho . ..·· . . .. 
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combination might be expected to make a substantially larger 

contribution to ~bond than the other terms in the first line 

of equation 17. 

Similar consideration for the terms in line three of 

equation 17 suggests that the bonding contribution from the 

dp 2 , and perhaps the d 2p, ho combinations may not be as 

important as the contribution from the d 3 combinations. In 

this case, the d3 ho is considered to make a large~ bonding 

contribution than the d 2p combination, since the d 2p 

combination corresponds to the d 3p electronic. state with a 

75 kcal/mole promotion energy, while the d 3 ho combination 

corresponds to the d 3s excited state having a promotion 

energy of only 19 kcal/~ole. 

Using thes·e simple energy considerations to limit the 

·contribution of the ho's in ~bond(II) suggests that 

equation 17 may be rewritten to correspond to the particular 

case of titanium metal. 

~bond(II) ~ nl(d3s) + n2(d2)i + n3(sd)1 

+ n4(d3)m + ••• (18) 

The procedure given here to limit ·the contributions to 

~b d(II) for titanium metal can also be applied for the on . 

other tr~nsition metals. A difference in the low lying 

electronic states for the different metals would lead to an 

expression similar to equation 18 but differing in the 

Particular f listed· the choice of 1i. depending on the 
i . ·' 
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particular electronic configurations for each metal. This 

entire procedure can be applied to each of the different 

metal P.C.P., resulting in a set of expressions for ~bond 

corresponding to each of the different P.C.P. where each 

member of a set represents a different transition metal. To 

list each individual ~bond would require a prohibitive amount 

of space; so instead, consideration will be given to the 

structural features of the phases in this class which may 

suggest additional limitations on ''' 'l'bond · 

3. InipTic·at ion of ·the occurrence o·f the same P. C. P. for 

different m·e·tals 

In the earlier discussions of the metal P.C.P., the 

occurrenc~ of the same P.C.P. for different metals in a 

variety of different phases with different stoichiometry 

suggested that there is a strong similarity in the nature of 

the bonding contribution of the different transition metals 

despite differences in their electronic configurations~ 

Comparison of the different ~bond expressionG for a metal 

P.C.P. where different transition metals are involved 

indicates that the common terms in each expression are the 
2 . . . 3 3 

ho combinations, such as (d )i, (ds)i, (d), (d ) 1 , (d )m' 

etc. 

Occasionally,- a 1i' such as (d3s) in equation 17 which 

was proposed as an appropriate combination for Me-X bonding 

in unit II, occurs for the majority, but no~ all, of th~ 
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transition metals. For example, unit V, which has the same 

arrangement of Me-X bonds as unit II, is the predominant 

metal P.C.P. in the Rh4P
3 

phase. However, the low lying 

electronic states for rhodium metal (d8s, d9, d7s 2 , d 8p, 

etc.) do not provide a d 3s term which might have been 

proposed as yielding ho's appropriate to the Me-X bonds. 

Within the framework of this.model, it is the use of terms 

2 such as (d )i, (d
3

)m' etc. that can account for the Me-X 

bond formation in Rh4P
3

• It is these ho combinations that 

are available for use in bond formation by all. of the 

transition metal atoms in the sense that they correspond to 

a lbw lying electronic state for all of the metal atoms. 

( 2 3 The use of these ho combinations di' dm' d, etc.) by the 

different metals provides one explanation of why the 

different metal atoms are observed to form the same P.C.P. 

4. oc·currence of different · P. C. P. for the same metal 

The occurrence of different types of partial coordi-

nation polyhedra for the same metal within the same phase 

indicates a flexibility of the metal in the formation of its 

bonds. In Ti 2S, the metal has P.C.P. of types I, II, IV, 

VI, and VII, which differ markedly in both the type and 

geometrical arrangements of bonds to neighboring atoms. The 

differences in the metal bonding contribution for different 

P.C.P. can be thought of within the framework of this model 
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as the utilization of different hybrid orbital combinations 

in bond formation. 

As an example, consider the different $bond expressions 

for units I and II for titanium metal 

Wbond(I) « nl(sd3)i + n2(d3)i + ••• 

Wbond(II) « ml(d2)i + m2(d2p)m + m3(d3)m + ••• (19) 

The two different expressions represent different divisions 

of electron concentration among different ho combinations. 

In $bond(I), the majority of the bonding electron concen

tration is considered to occupy the sd3 ho's, while for 

wbond(II) the electron contribution from the metal atom c~n 

be thought to be shared between the (d 2 )i and (d3)m terms. 

For P.C.P. II, the divi~ion of electrons does not hav~ to be 

made equally between the two terms. (The differences in 

Ti-Ti and Ti-S bond orders suggests that m1 is s~gnificantly 

larger than m2 even though both terms are considered to be 

important.) 

The explanation of the flexibility of the metal in bond 

formation in terms of the use of different d-orbital combi-

nations depends on the availability of partially filled 

d-orbitals for a p·articular metal. The metals forming 

structures of the layered class all have in common partially 

filled d-orbitals. It is for the metals of the Ni, Cu, and 

Zn families.where the d-orbital orbital filling approaches 
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completion, that the metals form structures of a different 

class. Within the framework of this model, the change in 

structure type for these families is thought to be dependent 

upon the nonavailability of d-orbitals for use· in bond 

formation. 

The basic question as to why one metal atom in a 

structure forms one P.C.P. while a second forms a different 

P.C.P. is far from totally understood, but is expected to 

sho~ a strong dependence on the nature of the Me-X inter

action. Such an interaction depends in part on the 

individual contribution of each atom to the bond; but the 

interaction might also be expected to depend on some as yet 

undefined compatibility relationship between the two 

individual atom contributions. For example, it may be 

expected that the metal bonding contribution is itself 

dependent on the bonding contribution of the neighboring 

atoms. It is the nature of this interdependence which 

remains undefined. 

It is hoped that any future study of the bonding in the 

structures of the· layered class will center on defining the 

nature of this interaction. The importance of atom point 

symmetry discussed here suggests that the interdependence of 

any atom with its neighboring atoms may be defined~ or at 

least limited, by symmetry correlation rules applicable to 

the atom point groups involved. 
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D. Qualitative Bonding Considerations and 

Structural Features 

There ~s a strong interdependence between the qualitative 

bonding considerations and the structural features observed 

for the layered class of compounds. In this section, an 

attempt will be made to discuss certain of the structural 

features in terms of the qualitative model presented above. 

This approach will suggest some additional limitations on 

~bond and will provide a possible explanation of certain 

other structural features. 

1. ~Me-X and .the octahedral P.C.P. 

In dividing the metal P.C.P. in terms of their number 

and orientation of Me-X bonds, it was suggested that the 

qualitative bonding description should account for the 

similarity among the Me-X bond arrangements in the various 

P.C.P. and the octahedral Me-X bond arrangements in unit VIII. 

Such a comparison, however, is dependent upon the bonding 

scheme used to describe unit VIII. 

The distorted.octahedral bond arrangement in unit VIII 

might be described in terms of d2sp3 ho combinations (or 

alternately in terms of d3p3 ho combinations if the bond 

arrangement is approximated as a trigonal anti-prism). 

Simple energy arguments were used above to suggest that the 

use of the· d2sp3 or d3p3 ho combinations might not be the 
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best way to account for the distorted octahedral arrangement 

of bonds in unit VIII. By arguing that the promotion energy 

for a metal such as niobium or vanadium to a d2sp3 state was 

very large, an assumption was made that there would be six 

electrons involved in bond formation and that the sixth 

electron would require promotion from a filled subshell. 

This assumption is certainly not necessarily valid. 

Arguments can be made that there may be less than six 

electrons occupying the six d 2sp 3 ho's with a large decrease 

in the required promotion energy, since the partial occupancy 

of the ho combinations might no longer require promotion of 

an electron from a filled subshell. If the number of bonding 

electrons is considered to decrease in this way, then there 
. 

will also be a corresponding decrease in the bond energy, 

but there will certainly be cases where the decrease in 

promotion energy exceeds the decrease in bond energy and a 

specific configuration will become more important in bond 

formation than first expected. 

As a specific example, an approximation can be made for 

the promotion energy required for niobium metal to undergo a 

hypothetical transformation from sd4 to (d2sp 3 ) 516 , where 

the electronic state represented by (d2sp3) 5/ 6 corresponds to 

five electrons occupying the six d2sp3 ho's. This particular 

transformation would require promotion of approximatl~ 2-1/2 

electrons from~ d to-~£ orbital. The energy required for 
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the promotion·or one electron from a d to a£. orbital might 

be estimated as 44 kcal/mole where this value corresponds to 

the promotion energy for the transformation of gaseous niobium 
4 . 

atoms from the .d s ground state to the d3sp excited state. 

Based on these considerations, a reasonable estimation of the 

promotion energy required for the transformation 

sd 4 ~ (d2sp3)5/6 would be on the order of 100 kcal/mole. 

In considering the bond energies for the various 

transition metals, Brewer (57,61) and Altmann et al. (59) 

both argue that the pond energy depends much more on.the 

number of bonding electrons than their orbital character. 

The d 4s configuration with five electrons and the (d2sp3)5/6 

configuration, al~o with five electrons, can be expected to 

have approximately the same bond energy but with the latter 

favored because of the more effective overlap of p relative 

to d orbitals (57,62). For niobium the bonding contribution 
·4 . . 

from the d s configuration may be expected to be.more 

important than the contribution from (d2sp3) 5/ 6 because of 
4· 

the difference in promotion energy, and because the d s 

configuration can also account for the octahedral arrangement 

of nonmetal atoms in unit VIII by using the d 3 or d 2s ho's 

to form two ligand per orbital bonds. 

Equat:t.on 20a describes the metal bonding contribution 

utilizing the d 3 ho combination and two ligand per orbital 

bonding. Equations 20a through 20e illustrate the similarity 
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each other as well as with the distorted octahedral bond 

arrangement in unit VIII. 

~Me-X(VIII) « nl(d3)i + ••• 

~Me-X(VI) 
2 

« nl(d )i + n 2 (d) + 

~Me-X(II, V) 2 
« nl(d )i + . . . 

~Me-X(VII) 
. 2 

« nl(d )i + n 2 (d) + 

~Me-X(III, N) « n (d) + ••• 1 m 

. . . 

. . . 

(20a) 

(20b) 

(20c) 

(20d) 

(20e) 

In equation 20a, the distorted octahedral. arrangement 

of Me-X bonds in unit VIII can be described in terms of bond 

formation by six lobes of the d3 ho's. For unit VI only 

five of the six lobes are used to form Me-X bonds, and the 

nature of .the bonding contribution differs for the two terms 

in equation 20b. The expression in equation 20c indicates 

that for units II and V only four of the six lobes of the 

d3 ho's are utilized in formation of Me-X bonds. For unit 

VII the description becomes more complicated and the 

arbitrary division of ~bond into Me-Me and Me~x components 

less accurate. The description of unit VII in terms of 

unit VI above indicated that the only difference was replace-

ment of two nonmetal atoms in unit VI by metal atoms in unit 

VII. ThlH relationship can be expressed by writing 

~bond{VII) exactly the same as ~Me-X(VI), equation 20b, if it 
. 2 

is k~pt in mind that the (d )i term now accounts for bonding 
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two metal and two nonmetal atoms instead of bonding to four 

nonmetal neighbors as in Wbond(VI). 

The description for the bonding electrons of the central 

atom in units VI and VII illustrates that the electrons 

2 associated with the n1 (d )i term are delocalized over four 

nonmetal atoms, while the electrons corresponding to the 

n 2 (d) term are not .delocalized in two ligand per orbital 

bonds. Thus, the electron concentration associated with the 

3 2 n2 (d) term can be greater than for (d )i, (d )i, etc., since 

there is no longer a limitation to formation of two 1/2 order 

bonds. This approach provides one possible explanation for 

the observed difference in the Me-X bond lengths in units 

VI and VII.. 

2. Differences in interatomic distanc·es . 

In any covalent bonding model such as the one considered 

here, an interatomic distance is expected to be.related in. 

some way to the electron concentration contributed to the 

bond from both of the atoms that form that chemical bond. 

In the layered class of compounds, the interatomic distances 

for each of the metal P.C.P. can be expected to depend on the 

contribution of electrons from the central atom as well as 

the contribution from each of the neighboring atoms to the 

bonds. Earlier it was illustrated that for each of the 

different P.C.P., both the interatomi~ distances from a 

central atom to the polyhe~ral atoms and the type. of P.C~P. 
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of the polyhedral atoms vary in the structures of the layered 

class. Figure 16 illustrates the difference in the types of 

P.C.P. for those atoms which are polyhedral atoms for unit I 

in the Ti 2S and Ti8s
3 

structures. A question can be raised 

concerning a possible correlation between the difference in 

interatomic distances observed for unit I and the type of 

P.C.P. observed for the polyhedral atoms of unit I. 

Since the number of polyhedral atoms varies for 

different types of metal P.C.P., it might be expected that 

the average number of electrons contributed to bonds by the 

central atoms depends on the number of neighbors. For 

example, the Me-Me bond lengths in unit I with eight neighbor 

atoms and unit II with ten neighbors might vary because of a 

difference in the average contribution of electrons from a 

central atom to the bonds. ~bond(I) for titanium, written 

as n 1 (sd3}i + n 2 Cd 3 )i + •••, suggests that the contribution 

of electrons from the central atom to its neighbors might, 

as a first approximation, be considered to be shared equally 

among the eight polyhedral atoms. If this assumption is 

valid, and the contribution of electrons from. the eight 

polyhedral atoms to the central atom of unit I does depend 

on the number of atoms in the P.C.P. of the polyhedral atoms~ 

the interatomic distances in unit I should show variation 

with the type of -P.C.P. found for the polyhedral atoms. 
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The six titanium atoms in the P.C.P. of type I in Ti2S 

and Ti8s
3 

exhibit six different types of Partial Coordination 

Polyhedra as illustrated in Figure 16. The different types 

of P.C.P. contain different numbers of near neighbors; eight 

for P.C.P. I and IV, nine or ten for P.C.P. II, V, VI and 

VII. Interatomic distances from the central atom of unit I 

to the polyhedra atoms are divided in Table 16 based on the 

number of near neighbors for each polyhedral atom. Units I 

and IV with only eight atoms in their P.C.P. exhibit 

substantially sho.rter Me-Me interatomic distances than 

observed for· the other units with nine or ten atoms in their 

P.C.P. Thus, the inclusion of the bonding contribution from 

polyhedral atoms as well as the central atom provide one 

possible explanation of the variance in interatomic distances 

for unit I in Ti2S and Ti8s3 and suggest application to other 

Me-X systems. 

Since the qualitative bonding considerations presented 

nere do not quantitatively account for differences in inter

atomic distances, the question might be asked, "Do the 

observed differences in interatomic distances for a P.C.P. 

suggest further limits on the 'f i and ni in ljJbond?" The 

answer to this question has not been considered to the 

degree to which it might .. The difficulty in answering this 

question is related to the tremendous amount of data for 

interatomic distances that .would have to be tabulated and 



Figure 16. An.illustration of the differences in the types 
of P.C.P. (broken lines) for those atoms 
(solid circles) which are the pol~hedral atoms 
for P.C.P. I (solid lines) in the Ti 2S and Ti8s

3 structure types 
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compared in the proper way. Another difficulty is that this 

approach may place too much emphasis on the importance of 

relatively small differences in bond lengths. On the other 

hand, there are indications suggesting that the application 

of this approach may provide some interesting insights about 

the nature of the metal contribution to its chemical bonds. 

For several of the phases there are trends in interatomic 

distances that might be correlated with a particular choice 

of Y1 in ~bond' but the trends in bond distance are not as 

striking as the difference in the Me-X bond distances for 

units VI and VII. 

E. Qualitative Model and Point Group Symmetry 

In the structures of the layered class, the mirror plane 
- . . . . ' . 

is the only symmetry element present in the point group for 

every atom position of each structure type. It was the 

presence of this symmetry element that suggested that the 

qualitative bonding considerations presented here should in 

some way utilize the mirror plane. The discussion of the 

Me-Me bonds in P.C.P. II utilizes the (d 2p)m term to account 

for the trigonal prismatic arrangement of metal atoms. 

Similar bonding contributions could also have been used to 

describe the bonding in other types of P.C.P. This general 

approach.of relating the bonding contribution of a central 

atom to its point symmetry suggests application of these 
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same ideas to structures which are not members of the layered 

class and which have atom positions with different point 

symmetry. 

1. The Ta2P and Hf 2s structur.e types 

Both Conard (1) and Smeggil (2) consider the differences 

in the Ti2S (Ta2P structure type) and Hf 2S structure type to 

be related to the differences in promotion energies for 

baf'ulum and titanium metal from their d 2s 2 ground state to 

their d3s first excited state. They argue that the occur-

rence of unit I as a metal P.C.P. in Ti2S but not Hf 2S is 

related to the greater accessibility of the d 3s state for 

titanium metal than for hafnium because o~ the difference in 

promotion ~nergies. 

Ti2S and Hf2S might b~ compared fr6m the point of view 

that their structural differences are related to differences 

in the bonding contributions of titaniµm and hafnium metal. 

The hafnium P.C.P. in Hf 2S can be described as a trigonal 

anti-p1· l::;rn formed by a triangular arrang.ement of thr·ee sulfur 

atoms above the central atom and a triangular arrangement of 

three hafnium atoms below the central atom (63). This 

polyhedron differs substantially from thA metal P.C.P. 

observed for titanium atoms in the Ti2S structurP.. The 

sulfur P.C.P. also a~ffer in that although sulfur is trigonal 

prismatically coordinated in Hf 2S, the prisms do not have any 

of the metal capping atoms off the prism faces which is 
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characteristic of the trigonal prisms in the Ti2S phase. The 

lack of capping atoms in Hf2S indicates that the bonding 

electrons of sulfur atoms are concentrated in bonds to the 

six hafnium atoms forming the trigonal prism, rather than to 

seven to nine atoms, as for the prisms of the Ti2S structure. 

Perhaps the greater concentration of electrons from sulfur 

in the six Hf-S trigonal prismatic bonds in Hf 2S would 

require a smaller electron contribution from the metal atom 

for the same Hf-S bonds. If,. indeed, hafnium does contribute 

less electron density than titanium. to its Me-X bonds, the· 

difference should be expressible in terms of ~bond for the 

two metals. 

3 2 
~bond(Hf) might be expressed as n1 (d )i + n 2 (d )i_3_fold' 

where the (d3)i term account~ for bond formation to the 

trigonal anti-prismatic arrangement of neighbor atoms and its 

availability requires promotion to the sd3 excited state. 

The second term also accounts for the bonding in the P.C.P. 

where the four d-orbit~l lobes of the (d2 )
1 

orbitals, which 

would point to four of the six atoms of the anti-prism, are 

shared equally over all six atoms by the 3-fold symmetry 
2 axis of the anti-prism. Since the (d )i term corresponds to 

the ground state configuration while the (d3)i term requires 

promotion to the sd 3 state~ it might be expected that the 

3 2 2 sd contribution relative to the d s contribution is smaller 

in the bonding description for hafnium than in the bonding · 
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description for titanium in Ti2S. This difference in relative 

contribution would be consistent with the difference in 

promotion energy and the implication of the last paragraph 

that a smaller electron contribution from hafnium may be 

required in Hf2S than would be required if the structure type 

corresponded to ~i2 S. 

The Hf 2P structure is isotypic with Ti2S, and its 

occurrence might be considered in the following way. A 

hypothetical Hf 2P phase occurring with the Hf2S structure 

type is not known and might be considered to be less stable 

than the known stru,cture type because the phosphorus atom 

with one less electron than a sulfur atom would require that 

the metal atom make a larger contribution of electron 

density in the Hf-P bonds. The. increase in electron contri-

bution from the metal was related to an increase in the 

contribution from the sd3 state relative to the d2s 2 

contribution. Hafnium in Hf_2s can provide the required 

electron concentration for its Hf-S bqnds without requiring 

complete promotion _to the sd3 excited state. In Hf 2P the 

smaller number of electrons available for bonding from 

phosphorous, in effect, forces an. increased degree of 

promotion to the sq3 excited state to provide the. needed 

electron density relative to that for Hf 2S indicating that 

the Hf2P structure· type (Ti2S) is more stable. 
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2. The cr.4As
3 

and Nb.4As
3 

structure. t.yp.es 

Of the 19 different structure types of the layered class 

the cr4As 3 and Nb 4As 3 structures are the most similar. Their 

structural similarity was observed independently but was also 

described by Berger (47) in his paper on the structure 

determination of 6-V4As 3 (Nb 4As
3 

structure type). The 

structures can be described in terms of a common unit formed 

by metal and arsenic atoms which pack in the same way for 

both phases. 

Figures 17 and 18 illustrate the two different packing 

sequences for this structural unit in the cr4As 3 and Nb 4As 3 
structure types. The predominant structural differences 

between the two phases occur along the solid horizontal lines 

in Figure 17 and the broken horizontal lines in Figure 18. 

It is only for atom positions in proximity to these lines 

where differences in the nature of the metal and nonmetal 

P.C.P. occur. All other atom positions of the two structures 

are basically identical. 

Figure 19 illustrates the differences in the nature of 

the P.C.P. occurring along the horizontal lines of connection 

of the structural unit. Although the P.C.P. of Nb(5) and 

Cr(l) ar~ both of type VIII, there .is a marked difference in 

the geometry of the two P.C • .I:'. Differences in the types of 

P.C.P. for the two phases occur only for the arsenic atom 

positions •. Although the·As(3) atom position of both phases 
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The Cr4As3 type. structure 

. it cell the un 

indicate Solid lines 
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Figure 18. · The solld line:;; indicate the Nb 4As 3 unit cell. 
Broken lines illustrate the packing of the Cr4As3 
unit cell to form the Nb 4As 3 structure type 
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Figure 19. Differences in the nature uf P.C.P. for Nb 4As
3

. 

(part a) and cr4As
3 

(part b) structure types 

along the horizontal lines of connection of the 
structural unit. Part c) illustrate~ the near 
neighbors for As(4) in Nb 4As

3 
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is trigonal p~ismatic, the two phases differ in the orienta-

tion of the prism. As(4) of cr4As
3 

is also trigonal 

prismatic, while ·As(4) of Nb 4As
3 

is the only nonmetal atom 

position in the structures of the layered class which is not 

trigonal prismatic. The coordination polyhedra of As(4) can 

be described as a highly distorted bi-capped tetrahedron. 

Within the framework of this bonding model, the occur

rence of a P.C.P. for the As(4) atom which is not trigonal 

prismatic is.thought to be related to the mm-point symmetry of 

the atomic coordination. The mm-point symmetry differs from 

the m-point symmetry found for most of the atom positions in 

the structures of this class. The presence of mm-point sym

metry at As.(4) is not incompatible with the occurrence of 

trigonal prismatic coordination, since As(3) in Nb 4As
3 

has mm

point symmetry and a trigonal prismatic P.C.P. Rather, it is 

felt the mm-point symmetry restriction combined with the 

seeming stability of the large. grouping of metal P.C.P. which 

provides the framework within which the nature of the bonding 

of As(4) must be understood. It is difficult to envision any 

way in which As(4) could have trigonal prismatic coordination 

without changing the nature of the metal coordination poly-

hedra or the packing relationship between. them. 

The weakness·of the structural model introduced here 

lies in the emphasis on the metal contribution to the Me-X 

bonds. Although the contribution of the metal atom in bond 
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formation is certainly important, it is the interaction 

between the metal and nonmetal atoms which is.critical to the 

understanding of the structures discussed here. One of the 

important questions concerning the nature of the Me-X bond 

interaction concerns the effect of ·the X bonding contribution 

on the metal bonding contribution and, of course, the effect 

of the metal bonding contribution on the nonmetal bonding 

contribution. 

The discussion to this point has assumed that the non

metal P.C.P. was trigonal prismatic. By assuming that the 

nonmetal P.C.P. was the same, the assumption was made that 

to a first approximation, the X bonding contribution was 

insensitive to changes in the Me bonding contribution. 

Comparison of the Nb4As 3 and cr4As 3 structure types indicate 

that a change in metal can influence the nonmetal P.C.P. 

even though the metal P.C.P. is not radically altered. The 

specific nature of this influence has not been determined. 
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VIII. STRUCTURAL COMPARISONS 

A. Introduction 

Since each different structure type of the layered class 

can be viewed as a unique combination of several P.C.P., it 

will be the combination of P.C.P. that is the main topic of 

discussion in this section. By comparing two different 

structure types in a particular way, it becomes evident that 

certain arrangements of large numbers of atoms are common to 

different structures. Such a group of atoms will be referred 

to as a structural unit throughout the following discussion 

and will be described in terms of a unique combination of 

metal and nonmetal P.C.P. sharing faces and edges in the same 

way .. 

The purpose of comparing structures in terms of struc

tural units is to help gain a better insight into how the 

similariti~s and differences between two structures might 

be related to similarities and differences in the chemical 

interactions between the various atoms that form the 

structures. Since the structures change dramatically with 

changing metal, nonmetal, Me/X ratio, etc., the comparisons 

made here attempt to limit.some of the variables that effect 

the stability of a structure type. The comparison of 

different structures of stable compounds in the same·Me-X 

system,.e·.g_., Ti2S and Ti8s
3 

or Nb 21s8 and Nb14s
5

, suggests 
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insight concerning the effect of changing Me/X ratio on 

structural stability within a particular Me/X system. 

Different systems exhibit different structural changes for 

a change in Me/X ratio. By comparing two different phases 

with the same stoichiometry and nonmetal component but 

different metal component, the structural differences suggest 

information about.the difference in chemical interaction 

between different metal atoms and a particular nonmetal. An 

attempt will be made to correlate some of the structural 

differences for phases in the Nb-S and Ti-S systems with the 

qualitative bonding considerations discussed previously. 

The earlier discu~sion of the Ti2S and Ti8s3 structures 

emphasized the P.C.P. present in each. The prominent struc

tural feature of the two phases is the presence of the metal 

P.C.P. of type I, which share faces and edges with the 

trigonal prisms about sulfur atoms. Figure 20a illustrates 

a structural unit for the Ti2S structure which can be 

described as two P.C.P. of type I which share a common face, 

while each of the six remaining faces of the two fused cubes 

is shared with a face of a trigonal prism (ignoring faces 

parallel to the plane of the drawing). In Figure 21, the 

stacking of this structural unit is illustrated for the Ti2S 

structure. Repetition_ of the unit in this fashion accounts 
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Figure 21. The Ti2S structure as the packing of the 

structural unit in part a) of Figure 20. 
Solid lines illustrate P.C.P. centered 
about atoms in one layer of atom positions 
while broken lines correspond to P.C.P. 
for atom. positions in the second layer 
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for all atoms of the Ti2S structure. In Figure 21, the Ti-Ti 

edge of the S(3) trigonal prism formed by Ti(6) and Ti(5) in 

one structural unit is also an edge of the trigonal prism 

about S(l) in a neighboring structural unit. Edge sharing 

in this way illustrates the connections between th~ struc-

tural units as they pack to form the Ti2S structure. 

Figure 20b and 20c illustrate the two structural units 

of Ti8s
3 

which are similar to the structural unit of Ti2S. 

Both of the Ti8s
3 

units are formed from two P.C.P. of type I 

with a common face, but only three of the remaining six cube 

faces are shar~d with sulfur trigonal prisms .. The presence 

of an inversion center in each of the two structural units 

relates the two halves of each structural unit, thus 

completing their description. The two units .differ in the 

orientation of the prism axis for one of the three trigonal 

prisms. The unit in Figure 20c has all three prism axes 

perpendicular to the plane of projection, while the unit in 

part b) of the figure contains S(6) with a parallel prism 

axis. Figure 22 illustrates the repetition pf the two 

structural units in forming the Ti8s
3 

structure. The unit 

in part b) of Figure 20 is outlined by solid lines, while 

the other unit is represented by broken lines. The same 

connection between units described for Ti2S in terms of the 

sharing of a trigonal prism edge between neighboring struc

tural units also occurs in Ti 8s
3

. Ti(l3) and Ti(l5) form an 
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~ 

Figure 22. The Ti8s3 structure as the stacking of the structural units in 

part b), c), and d) of Figure 20 
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edge corrunon to both the prism of S(6) in one structural unit 

and the prism of S(l) in the second unit. The repetition of 

these structural units as indicated in Figure 22 leaves a 

cubic hole which is filled by Ti(l4), completing the struc

tural description of Ti8s
3

. 

Viewing the Ti8s
3 

structure in terms of the stacking of 

structural units similar to the structural unit in Ti2S pro

vides the simplification in the description of this complex 

phase. In comparing the Ti2S and Ti8s
3 

structures with the 

other more metal-rich phases in this layered class, the 

structural units introduced here provide a basis for 

discussing the structural similarities and differences 

between th~ various structu~e types; Many of the structures 

in this class are characterized by the presence of P.C.P. of 

type I and the trigonal prisms of metal atoms about central 

nonmetal atoms. The structural units used· to describe the 

Ti2S and Ti8s
3 

structures illustrate only one of the possible 

stacking arrangements of the metal cubes and trigonal prisms 

(metal cubes sharing faces with trigonal prisms). The 

structures of other phases are characterized by different 

stacking arrangements of cubes and prisms ·(e.g., Nb 21s8 and 

Nb14s
5 

to follow). 

Each of the structural units in Figure 20 illustrates 

the face sharing of the metal cubes and trigonal prisms. 

The arrangement of sulfur atoms off the faces of the metal 
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cubes is dependent upon, and can be related to, the type of 
~ P.C.P. found for those atoms which form the metal cubes 

(P.C.P. I). That this is necessarily true can be seen by 

realizing that the sulfur atoms off the face of the cubes 

are part of the P.C.P. of those atoms which form the cube 

faces. This suggests a relationship between the P.C.P. for 

those atoms which form the edges of the cubes and the 

particular manner in which the cubes and prisms share faces 

in Ti2S and Ti8s3. Figure 20 indicates that these metal 

atoms have P.C.P. which are predominantly of type II and V. 

This suggests that it is the occurrence of P.C.P. II and V, 
2 which was previously associated with the use of di bonding 

contribution, that is related to the particular arrangement 

of cubes and prisms in_both Ti2S and Ti8s
3

. 

Figure 20 also indicates the type of P.C.P. for those 

metal atoms which are part of the structural units but which 

are not polyhedral atoms of the cubes. The complete P.C.P. 

of many of the atoms of the structural unit are not specified 

until the stacking of the structural units is known. Figure 

21 indicates the spacial relationship between the structural 

unit in Figure ~Oa and its neighboring units, illustrating 

that the incomplete P.C.P. for the atoms at the extremities 

of the structural unit are completed by atoms in neighboring 

units.. Similar considerations apply for the structural units 

of Ti8s
3

. There is obviously a very important interdepen

dence between the stacking of the structural units and the . .. 
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type of P.C.P. of the atoms at the edge of the structural 

units. The similarity in stacking of the structural units 

can thus be related (Figure 20) to the similarity in the 

types of P.C.P. for atoms at the extremity of the various 

structural units. 

In the comparison of Ti2S and Ti8s3, it is the type of 

P.C.P. for those atoms forming the extremities of the struc-

tural units that changes very little between the two phases 

(exemplified by similar packing of structural units in Ti2S 

and Ti8s
3

). Rather, it is the difference in the nature of 

the structural units themselves which illustrates the 

difference in the Ti2S and Ti8s
3 

structures. The difference 

in stoichiometry can be related to an increase in the number 

of P.C.P. of type I and IV in Ti8s3 relative to Ti2S. The 

occurrence of both P.C.P. has been related to the use of d 3s 

hybrid orbital contribution in ~bond(Me), which for titanium _ 

requires promotion to the d 3s (19 kcal/mole) excited state. 

In contrast, the occurren~e of P.C.P. II and V for the atoms 

forming the cube edges in both structures (corresponding to 

the same basic arrangement of cubes and prisms in the two 

2 structures) was related to a strong di bonding contribution 

in ~bond(Me), which for titanium corresponds to a larger 

relative bonding contribution from the d2s 2 ground state. 

In the comparison of the Ti8s
3 

and Nb 21s8 structures to 

follow, an attempt will be made to relate the structural 

differences, expressed as differences in structural units 
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and stacking of structural units, to differences in ~bond 

for the different metals. The differences in ~bond will .in 

turn be related to differences in the low lying electronic 

states of the metals. 

The comparison of the Nb14s
5 

and Nb 21s8 structures is 

difficult because of the relative complexity of both phases 

as can be seen in Figures 24 and 26~ Details of the struc-

tural comparison will be given, since the same simple 

.procedures can be applied in the comparisons of other 

structure types in the layered class. For the 19 different 

structure types in this class 210 such comparisons would be 

possible. 

Figure 23 illustrates the two orientations of the 

structural unit that will be used to describe the structure 

of both Nb 21s8 and Nb14 ~ 5 • The structure units were found 

by simply superimposing scaled drawings of the two 

structures and finding the largest group of atoms that were 

common to both phases. The two orientations of the unit 

are identical in their relative placement of atoms and are 

related by the mirror plane represented by the broken line 

separating part a) and part b) of the drawing. This 

structural unit, formed by a unique combination of cubes and 

trigonal prisms,. can be used to descr.ibe th.e two structures 

emphasizlng their . structural ·similarities. 



Figure 23. The structural units common to the ~~ 21 s 8 and Nb14s
5 

strticture type~; Atoms in the two structural units 
which have different P.C.P. are identified by Roman 
numerals corresponding to the type of P.C.P. for the 
appropriate atoms 
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The repetition of the structural unit with the orien

tation indicated in part a) of Figure 23 by the translation 

vectors of the unit cells of Nb 21s8 and Nb 14s
5 

is indicated 

in Figures 24 and 26, respectively. The relative orientation 

of each of the unit cells as well as all the atoms within 

each unit cell are ind1cated in the drawings. Obviously, 

not all of the atoms for either phase are accounted for by 

the axial translations of the structural unit. The number 

of atoms between the units drawn is noticeably larger for 

Nb14s
5 

than for Nb 21s8 corresponding to the larger unit cell 

of Nb 14 s
5

.· Most of these atoms are accounted for by a 

second repetition of the same structural unit in the two 

respective unit cells. 

Figure 25 illustrates the manner in which the structural 

unit is repeated in forming the Nb 21s8 structure. The struc

tural units which were indicated in Figure 24 are also 
• 

represented in F~gure 25 and are outlined with broken lines. 

The drawing illustrates that there are a number of atoms 

which are common to the two structural units. In Figure 27 

the same type of drawing is given, but it is the orientation 

of the structural unit in Figure 23b which is indicated by 

the solid lines. For Nb14s5 the overlap of the structural 

units is less than the overlap in Nb 21s8 . Repetition of the. 

structural unit for Nb14s
5 

does not account for all of the 

atoms in the unit cell. The two independent niobium 
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Figure 24. Nb 21s8 structure type ·illustrating the struct4re 

unit of part a) ·in.Figure ~3; .The unit cell is 
indicated 
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positions that are not part of the structural unit have P.C.P. 

of type.I and IV a~ indicated in Figure 27. The metal 

contribution to the bonds for both of these P.C.P.· was 

previously described in terms of a (sd3)i ho combination 

which is available in the sd 4 niobium ground state. 

Comparing Nb 21s8 and Nb14s5 in terms of this large 

structural unit indicates that their similarity transcends 

the earlier description of th.e structures in terms of their 

similar P.C.P. Not only are the P.C.P. similar in both 

phases, but the unit of 4~ atoms corresponds to a large 

numb:er ( 24) of P. C .P. which share faces and edges in exactly 

the same way. Recalling the large number of possible ways 

that the various P.C.P. can stack to fill space and noting 

the recurrence of the large unit in both structures suggests 

that _the structural unit is a particularly stable entity in 

the Nb-S system. 

The difference in the stacking of this structural unit 

in Nb 14s
5 

and Nb 21s8 is closely related to the differences 

in the P.C.P. at the edges of the structural units in the 

two phases. Figure 23 indicates which type of P.C.P. is 

found for the atoms along the edge of the units which exhibit 

different P.C.P. in the two structures. It is interesting 

that while the P.C.P. at the edge of the units change, the 

basic identity of the unit is not altered. This is in 

contrast to the comparison of Ti
2

S and T1 8s
3 

where it was 
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identified by ·their ·P.C.P. · 
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pointed out that the P.C.r .. at the ~dges of the structural 

units changed very little while the units themselves 

differed. 

A comparison of the .Nb 21 s8 and Ti8s
3 

structures provides 

an ideal case for considering a possible relationship between 

their structural differences and the different metal bonding 

contribution of the niobium and titanium atoms. The Me/X 

ratio of 2.667 for Ti8s3 and 2.625 for Nb 21 s8 are very nearly 

equal, ~hich is important considering th~ structural 

differences (lattice parameter, space group symmetry, nu111ber 

of each type of P.C.P., etc.) between Nb 21s 8 and Nb 14 s
5 

despite a relatively small difference in stoichiometry. The 

presence of the same nonmetal component_in both phases is 

also important, since structures often vary considerably with 

a change· in the nonmetal," ~.g., Hf 2 P and Hf 2S, Fe 2 P and 

Fe 2As, Ta 2 P and Ta2s, etc. It might be expected that the 

structural differences between Nb 21s8 and Ti8s3 are related 

more to the difference in the metal contribution to the Nb-S 

and Ti-S bonds than to any other variable. 

The structures of both phases were discussed above, and 

emphasis was placed on the occurrence of metal cubes and 

prisms in illustrating the common features of the two 

structures. The structural differences can be related to 
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differences .in the particular arrangement of cubes and prisms 

in the two structures. Differences iri the arr~ngement of 

cubes and prisms can in turn be related to the observed 

differences in the types of P.C.P. for those atoms which are 

in the polyhedral positions of the metal cubes. 

Figfire 28 illustrates two similar structural units for 

Nb 21s8 and Ti8s
3

• Each unit is formed by four metal P.C.P. 

of type I and four trigonal prisms. The two units differ 

in the relative orientation or the cubes and prisms. The 

figure also illustrates the nature of the P.C.P. of those 

atoms which form the cubes and prisms indicating the 

differences in the relative number of P.C.P. V and VII 

between the two phases. 

Although the different structural units were used to 

co~pare Ti2S with Ti8s
3 

and Nb 21s8 with Nb14s
5

, the units 

in Figure 27 could also have been used to describe the Ti8s3 
and Nb 21s8 structures. The choice of a particular struc

tural unit is ce~tainly not unique, but is dependent upon 

the particular comparison being made. The choice of units 

in this comparison emphasizes the differences in cube and 

prism orientation while identifying Which particular metal 

atoms have different P.C.P. in the two structures. 

A comparison of the total number of each type of P.C.P. 

~resent in the two phases accentuates the structural simi

larities and differences between Nb 21s8 and Ti8s
3

• The 
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number of P.C.P. calculated corresponds to the integral. 

number of unit cells of each phase that contains the same 

number of sulfur atoms. The numbers listed in Tabl.e 17 

correspond to three unit cells of Nb 21s8 and two unit cells 

of Ti8s
3

. The difference of two in the total number of metal 

atoms for the two phases accentuates the small difference in 

stoichiometry. The Nb 21s8 structure contains 32 more P.C.P. 

of type VII than Ti8s
3

, while Ti8s
3 

contains ten more P.C.P. 

of type I and 24 more of type V. (The number of all other 

types of P.C.P. are the same.) 

Table 17. Numerical qomparison of the types of P.C.P. in 
T18s

3 
and N2'1S8 

Number of Atoms with P.C.P. 
Total Total 

Phase I II .IV v VII Metal Sulfur 

T18s
3 

40 24 24 24 16 128 48 

Nb21 SS 30 24 24 0 48 126 48 

A simple calculat.ion indicates that 25% of the poly-
\ 

hedra atoms for the cubes in Nb 21s8 are of type II or V ana 

25% are of type VII. For Ti8s
3

, 46.7% of the polyhedral 

atoms are of type II or V, while oniy 6.67% are of type VII. 



The difference in the relative number of P.C.P. VII and V 

for the two phases can be related to the type of P.C.P. 

found for the atoms which are polyhedrai atoms for the cubic 

units of metal atoms. 

Understanding of the structural difference between 

Ti8s
3 

and Nb 21s8 depends on understanding why the tendency 

to form P.C.P. of type VII is greater for riiobium metal in 

Nb 21 s8 than for titanium in Ti8s3. The occurrence of unit V 

was related to the (d 2 ). contribution of the central atom in 
. l 

forming its Me-X bonds. In discussing the Me-X bond 

formation in unit VI and VII, the contribution of the 

2 central metal atoms represented by the ho's of n 1 (d )i + 

n 2 (d) was introduced and related to the use of three 

d-orbitals by the c.entral metal atom in bond formation. 

Within this bonding model, the.seeming preference for unit 

VII in Nb 21 s8 and unit V in Ti8s
3 

can be related to the 

utilization of the d 3s 2 (3 kcal/mole) excited state of 

niobium atoms and d 2s 2 (ground state) of titanium. 

This particular approach to the bonding in the struc-

tures of the layered class suggests that the metal bonding 

contribution in forming Me-X bonds is di.rectly related to 

the low lying electronic configuration of the gaseous metal 

atoms. In writing ~bond for a particular metal in a 

specific phase as a combination of symmetry adapted linear 
( 

combinations of atomic orbitals, the relative contribution 
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of each term in the combination is related to the electronic 

configuration and is eipressible in terms of the ni. Within 

this bonding model, the d2s 2 ground state implies that the 
. 2 

coefficient (n) for the (d )i term is larger in ~bond for 

some titanium atoms than for niobium .atoms in Nb 21s8 , etc. 

For niobium the d3s 2 excited state (3 kcal/mole) is of low 

energy and the relative contribution of.terms such as 

2 n1 Cd }i + n2(d) are larger than for the similar titanium-

sulfide phases. In effect, similar structural units are 

formed from cubes and trigonal prisms for both Ti8s
3 

and 

Nb 21 s8 , but the structural differences. (differences in 

arrangement of .the cubes and prisms)· are related to the 

P.C.P. found for atoms which are the atoms forming the cubes 

(P.C.P. I) and prisms. It is precisely the types of P.C.P. 

for these atoms that correspond to the differences in units 

and stacking of units that can be directly related to the 

electronic configuration of the metal atoms involved. 

This interpretation of the structural differences in 

Nb 21s8 and Ti8s3 suggest~ _an experiment that might be 

conducted to help support the. qualitative bonding ~onsider

ations presented a~ove. · If the occurrence of unit VII in 

Nb 21s8 is related to the d3s 2 state for niobium metal, then 

niobium might be expe~ted to show a preference for.occupying 

atom.position of both the Ti8s
3 

and Nb
21

s8 st!ucture .types 

which correspond to metal P.C.P. of type VII. Attempts 



could be made to prepare the two ternary phases Ti
13

Nb 8s8 
(Nb 21s8-structure type) and Ti

7
NbS

3 
(Ti8s

3
-structure type) 

to see if the~e ~hases are stable and if niobium does indeed 

occupy the predicted atom positions. 
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IX. FUTURE WORK 

1. The ideas and concepts discussed here need to be 

tested for other structure types of the layered class. For 

example, comparison of the structural similarities and 

differences between Nb 7P4, Nb 5P3 and Nb 8P5 would provide a 

better understanding of the effect of changing Nb/P ratio 

on the chemical factors influencing the formation of each 

particular structure type. There are a number of similar 

comparisons which can be made for th~ structure types within 

the layered class. 

2. Similar applications of the concepts discussed here 

should be ~pplied to other classes of structure types. Some 

systems of particular interest might be the transition nietal 

structures, the MeX struct~res and the MeX 2 phases. 

3. Of particular interest would be an investigation 

of possible point symmetry limltations on the bonding 

interactions between two atoms. For example, the occurrence 

of the nonmetal trigonal prism with both parallel and 

perpendicular axis has been associated with certain metal 

P.C.P. This raises a question concerning possible symmetry 

correlations between the point symmetry of one atom.and the 

polul, ::>ymmetry of its neighboring atoms .. 
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